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birdseye maple.

of

room,

floor and

a

finished in oak, aud has au open fireplace of unique design in tiles and wrought
iron.
But, the most novel feature of the establishment is the library, or “den.” From
the outside this room is entered by a Dutch
door, or oue hung in two parts, one above
the other. The floor is polished hard wood,
and the finish is of hemlock, with dark
stain, showing the grain. The panels in the
wainscottiug are of tea chest matting. The
fire place is of rough stones, laid in colored
cement, and contains many handsome and

geological specimens, mostly

valuable

from

different parts of Maine and some from
immediate vicinity of Belfast. In the
centre over the arch are some handsome
the

stones from Mt. Mica. Maine’s copper mines
are also represented.aud there are some bits
of

petrified
H.

stonework,
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Above

the stone,

work

are

hemlock bark extending to the
The dining room is arranged with

panels

of

ceiling.

convenience and is

room.

It has
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very attrac-

tireplace of cream colPhiladelphia and Bos-

briek from the
Face Brick Co. The. sitting

ored
ton

were

Hoag, who also did the outside
and both are done in a workman-

manner.

tive

The stones

wood.

room

ami

drawing room are connected by double,
doors, and look out upon the veranda
through very large modern style windows.
The outside front door has an oval plate
glass. The front stairs are of oak, and at
the landing half way up are oriel windows,
the upper half of

stained glass. The upper
rooms are nearly all finished in hard wood.
Mrs. Harriman's sewing room is in brownfinished hemlock.
Most of the floors
throughout the house are hard wood or with
hard wood borders. The house is heated
by
hot water ami is

piped for gas and wired for
electricity, with the lighting fixtures “combinations,” arranged for both. While the
house :s centrally located in the most thicksettled part of the residence section of
the city its surrotimlings are attractive.
ly
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I ..tb real and personal,

equal.
Maine Insane
should be completed,

Augusta, November lb. The savings bank
moving again to ask the next legislature for a reduction in taxation. They
say that the rate, seven-eighths of one per
cent, on investments outside the State and
live-eighths within, is too high, and they will
probably fix on a reduction of one-eighth of
one per cent, as satisfactory.
It is pointed
out that after January 1st there will be but
two or three savings banks in the. State paying as much as four per cent, on deposits and
they will doubtless have to come down to
the level of the others.
A comparison is
drawn between the high taxation of the savbanks
as
with
ings
that of the
compared
wild lands. The banks have an efficient
committee on legislation, Hon. L. C. Cornish
of Augusta, Seth L. Carter of Lewiston,
John A. Morrill of Auburn and John L.
Crosby of Bangor being among the members.
men are

flusic

Manager Homer

Festival.

Chase of the Maine
music festival, has just made public a financial statement of the result of the festivals
held last October. Following are the figures:
N.

TOTAL RECEIPTS.

Tickets sold

Bangor

and Portrehersals.. .$12,909 40
Programs sold.
<KJ4 15
at

land for concert and

Total receipts.$13,813 55
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vote

thanks to Brooks Lodge for their cordial
welcome and generous hospitality at this

of

session.

Resolved, That each member of the District Lodge work among the members of his
or her home bulge
ami endeavor to secure
as many candidates for the District
degree
as possible at each session.
Resolved, That we deplore the fact that
public seutiment does not uphold the enforcement of the prohibitory laws.
Resolved, That we heartily approve the
efforts of State Constable Webb in trying to
punish the rumsellers of this county.

Resolved, That this District Lodge arrange
the immediate appointment of an enforcement committee consisting of one member from each lodge in the District; the
duties of said committee shall be to visit the
chief officials of the county charged with the
enforcement of the liquor laws, and to insist that said law’s be faithfully ami impartially enforced ; and to report their work
ami its results at the annual session of this
for

Lodge.

nesoiveu, mat we extern! a vote of thank*
to the M. C. R. Rm for one fare rates for the
round trip over their road.

The following committee to visit lodges
appointed: F. S. Dolliff, T. H Fernald, J. B. McTaggart, Chas. Wood, E. L.
Bartlett.
The following entertainment was given in
an excellent manner by members of Brooks
was

Lodge:
Address of weclome (in verse),
P. G. C. T., M. J. Dow.
P. D. T., F. S. DollilT
Response,
Cornet and Organ Duett,
Bro. Edwards, Sister Huxford

Recitation,
Song,

Bertha Luce

Gertie Godding

Recitation.

Jessie Peabody
Foster Small

Song,
Reading,
S<*ng,
Recitation,
Song,

Millie McCarthy
Frank Trainor
Alice Dow
Lizzie Chase.

Cornet and Orgau Duett,

Edwards, Sister

Bin.

Huxford

Very interesting remarks were made during the day by P. G. C. T., M. J. Dow
Grand Ass t Sec’y, Mrs. E. I.. Brackett; P.
D. T., F. S. Dolliff; State Deputy, Geo. E.
Files; J. B. McTaggart, Chas. Wood, Mr.
was

by the

furnished

great-

was

ly enjoyed by all.
The next regular session, which
annual, will be
an

extra

at

session

is the

Belfast. There will also

at Winnecook in
Dist.

be

January.

Secretary.

Obituary.
H. Copeland died suddenly
at her home ill Biddeford, Nov. 11th, of neuralgia of the heart. She had been ill live
days, but her case was not considered serious and a physician left her about 10 minutes before she died. She was 74 years old,
Mrs. Hannah

the widow of

was

a

devout

and

al

M., Lizzie M., md
Biddeford. She

of

valued

member of the

Second Congregational church of Biddeford,
and the seventh member of that church to
die within the past six mouths.
It lias been reported that by the tire on
the iron ship Kenilworth, sugar laden, the
captain, mate and cabin boy were suffocated,
while asleep, by the fumes of the burning
sugar.
They were discovered when insensi
hie and with a passenger were brought 01.

deck, the latter recovering. The first officer
was Arthur Piper of Dixmont, a nephew of
Miss Annie L. Wildes of this city, and the
last
man

survivor

of his

of much

family.

He

was a

young

promise and had made rapid

progress in his chosen profession.
Beginning as a naval apprentice he served his time

became a deep-sea sailor, rising in
two years to the position of first officer of a
and then

large ship.
Packard, widow of the late Josiah Packard, and formerly of Searsport,
died in Passadena, Cal., Nov. 7th, aged tiftyMrs. Belle

five years. Mrs. Packard was born in Angusta, Maine, and removed to California
from Searsport eleven years ago, hoping to
restore the health of her young daughter,
Miss Effie, who died there eight years ago.
Mrs. Packard leaves to mourn her loss, one
daughter, Mrs. Geo. Daniels of Passadena,
who has the sympathy of many friends in
Searsport in her bereavement.

Yachts and

Boats.

artists

1,064 37
1,547 40

penses.

3,396

Jacob Loring of Rockland is building
three life boats for the transport Mohawk,

75

Total

expenses.$15,716 02
Deficit. 1,902 47
Pork Packing House Burned.
Cambridge, Mass., Nov. 21. The great
pork packing establishment of John P.
Squire & Co., m which a tire occurred two
weeks ago, when one man was killed, was
again visited by a serious conflagration this
morning. One man was killed, one is missing and ten seriously injured. The property loss is $100,000. The firm carry insurthe

ance to

amount

of

$3,000,000,

in 208 dif-

companies. All of their lard tanks
and machinery are intact and they are pre.
pared to fill all orders, no matter how largeTliey will continue to cut the regular number of hogs, 4,000 per day.
ferent

Indicted.

Quay

Philadelphia, Nov 21. The grand jury
to-day returned true bills of indictment
against Senator Quay, his son Richard and
ex-State Treasurer Haywood.
They are

charged

use unlawconspiracy
public monies deposited in the
People’s bank in this city for the purchase
and sale of stocks. John S. Hopkins, the
former cashier, now dead, is also named a
party in the conspiracy.

fully

with

and the

of

$20,000,000

tor the

Philippines.

Paris, Nov. Si. At the joint session of
the peace commission at 2 o’clock, the Americans presented a demand for the entire
Philippine group, and offered twenty million dollars; Spain to answer Nov. 28. Adjourned to Wednesday. Americana declined
arbitration.

a

lb-foot

a

bicycle suit; a young lady
ladder, and so on through the

list.
Thomas W Pitcher drew the $20 iu gold
and gave it, back to the Band. The announcement was greeted with cheers.
The barrel of Hour drawn by ticket went
to Miss Bessie McMahan; another barrel on
guessing the number of beans was won by
Clements, her guess being 050,

Miss Hattie
or

2 less than the correct number.

The coal in
A

half-ton lots

which is
feet

in

now

at Batli.

Coombs’

These boats

are

27

length, eight foot beam and three
feet deep. They are copper

and one-third

fastened with copper tanks, and
substantial boats.

are

very

McMahan is building an up-to-date
knockabout, 22 feet over all. She will be
L. E.

lightly
evidently designed for
constructed

as

as

possible

a racer.

and

As

is

there

five boats of this class in
fleet next season and II. J. Locke
proposes to put up a handsome cup to he
sailed for, there is promise of some interestwill be at least
the local

ing races.
Capt. Otis C. Eaton of Stonington, formerly of the old sloop Passport, was in port last
week iu a craft that while admirably adapt
ed to the work iu

which the captain

is en-

gaged—bay coasting and trading—‘‘has seen
better days.”
This craft is the schooner
Sunnyside, built at Wiscasset iu 1866 for a
yacht. She is 45 feet long, 17 feet wide, 7
feet deep and has a very roomy cabin. Her
original rig resembled that of the famous
yacht America. The fore and main-masts
are near together, with a lug foresail trimming well aft. She now has a foreboom
which makes a narrow sail of the foresail.
It is only 12 feet on the boom, with 28 feet
hoist. The jib and mainsail are large, the
former 30 feet and the latter 36 feet on the
foot.

was drawn by H.
Gray and Miss Flor-

Blazo. Miss Flora

Clough.
Mrs. A. A. Howes drew a violin outfit; E.
H. Haney violin instruction and Chas. F.

ence

Swift

piano instruction.

Savings

Chas. M. Perkins drew the

Bank

book, $5.
The parlor clocks were drawn by F H.
Welch and J. G. Paul.
J. H. Healey drew a handsome mahogany
table.

of cigars all went to men—one
dealer in cigars, and two of the others

Four boxes
to

a

to

men

who do not smoke.

Subscriptions to the local papers were
drawn by S. It. Locke for The Journal and
Rex Hazeltine for The Age.
Albion H. Bradbury drew the imported
china tea

set.

Many other presents of value
but space forbids enumerating.
closed with

The fair

a

were

drawn,

dance with music

by the Band Orchestra.
proceeds

The net

were

$635.

Wedding Bells.
Twiti hk.ll-Ckockek.

A very pretty wedoccurred at the home of Mr. and Mrs.

ding

Crocker at Dixmont Corner Tuesday
morning, Nov. lo, 1> 'S. when their daughter,
Miss Bertha, was united in marriage with
Mr. Dana Twitehell, in the presence of their
immediate families. Rev. F. S. Dollifl of
the Jackson Congl. church ciieiated. The
bride and bridegroom were tastefully and
appropriately dressed for the occasion. After
partaking of a wedding repast the newly
Albert

couple

married

started

for

Boston, where
they will take up tlieir residence near Mr.
Twitchell’s place of business and be at home
after Nov. 20. The bride is one of Dixmont’s
nicest young ladies and has a large circle of

ed.

Misses Alice

Webster has hauled out C. R.
sloop yacht Eagle at Dyer’s dock.

and orchestra...
Printing bills.
Advertising agents and general ex-

wheel drew
drew

a

friends and

acquaintances.
organist in

For
the

some

that town and will be much missMr. Twitehell is also a Dative of Dix-

church

m

mont, a young man of much promise, excellent habits, and highly respected by all.
A few years

lie entered the

ago

employ

of

Ferguson Bro.’s, leading bakers in Boston,
and by able and faithful service has worked
his way to a good position. The outlook
for these young

people

seems

very fair and

friends extend to them hearty
congratulations and best wishes for their

their

many

success

and

happiness.

Hodgdon-Beverly. Charles E. Hodgdon
Lulu R. V. Beverly were married
at the home of their cousin, Judson E. Cottrell, on High street, Wednesday evening,
November loth, in the presence of a few intimate friends and relatives. The ring cereand Miss

performed by Rev. Randall T.
bridegroom is well kuowu
‘’Happy Jack” of Roosevelt’s Rough

was

mony
1

apen.

1

ere as

Riders,

The

and

his many friends extend

con-

gratulations and best wishes for the fuThe bride and bridegroom were distant relatives, amd she has lived iu Belfast
and Northport since she was a small child.
She has many friends among the
young peo-

ture.

ple

of both

her

places, who congratulate her on
choice as a bfe-partuer of one who has

become famous in the service of his country.

They left yesterday for New York, where
Mr. Hodgdon expects a position under his
former commander, Governor-elect Roosev

elt.

Transfers

in

Real

Estate.

The following transfers in real estate were
in
Waldo county Registry of
Deeds for the week ending Nov. 23, 1898:
Helen A Jordan, Belmont, to L. F. Allen-

recorded

wood, do.; land in Belmont. Lucy J. Nichols, Philadelphia, to Laura E. Herrick, Belfast: lam and buildings in Belfast. O. P.
Estes, Troy, to A. D. Jackson, do.; laud in
Troy. Richard S. Lombard, Unity, to Grace
M. Jackson, Troy; land in
Unity. J. M.
Winn, Clinton, to Susie A. Pendleton,
l nitv ; lane in
Unity. Benj. P. Rollius, et
al., Unity, :,o Frank A. Bartlett, do.; land
and buildings in
Unity. Pliineas Goodwin,
Burnham, to Daniel M. Parks, et. al., Pitts-

charity.

usual at

Islesboro Land &
D. Howe,
laud in Islesboro. (2

to Katherine

deeds )
Wm. H. H. Reeves, Belfast, to
.Edna J. Madden, do.; land amt buildings in
Belfast. Alice J. Allynetals., Cambridge,
Mass., to John Allyn, do.; land and buildings in Belfast. Rosa A. Jones, Belfast, to
Gilbert C. Levenseller, Waldo; land and
buildings in Waldo. Frederick P. Frye,
Camden, to Edmund C. Frye, do.; land in
Lime Island. Jacob O. Peasley et al, Benton, to Eri D. Bickford, Burnham; land and
buildings iu Burnham. Seth L. Milliken
estate, Belfast, to Mary Maud Milliken, do.;
laud and buildings in Belfast, Belmont and
Lincolnville. (3 deeds.) Oscar Hills, Northport, to Georgia E. Kelley, do.; land and
buildings in Northport. Jonathan B. Merrill, Winterport, to Abbie Reed, Frankfort;
laud in Frankfort. Abbie Reed to W. A.

Francis,

Frankfort;

land

iD

Frankfort;

James D. Winsor, Philadelphia, to Richard
H. Derby, New York; laud in Islesboro.
Heury Talpy, Boston, to Samuel T. Brett,
Brockton; land and buildings in Searsport.
Chas. F. Robinson,' Winterport, to Dexter
Clements, Newburgh; land in Winterport.

Healey’s alley

in the

evening

rifle shooting at his gallery all
day.
The Sons of Veterans will give a ball in
Odd Fellows’ Hall in the evening.
The post ofiice will be closed
to-day from
1 to (> p. m. The carriers will make
their
usual collections and 11 a. in. delivery.
No
ami small

delivery by carriers after the 6.30 p. in.
mail. Delivery will be made from the
general delivery up to 8 p. m. of carriers’ mail.
The supply of poultry this year is
large
and of good quality and the demand brisk.
Turkeys were, as a rule, large and well fattened, and all poultry was in prime order.
The largest turkey was at Fogg & Brown’s.
It

was one

of

a

lot of

325 pounds raised by

B. F.

Thompson of Montville and weighed
over 24 pounds.
This firm handled over
half a ton of turkeys besides other
poultry.
P. S. Staples had a lot of 23
turkeys bought
of T. C. Nickerson of Swanville, that averaged 10 pounds each. Burgess & Gardner
bought 25 turkeys of one man, all beauties.
Jesse H. Frye sold Ginn & Field 4 chickens
that weighed 20 pounds. There were many
other fine lots of poultry seen in the markets
and many birds were sold by farmers direct
to the consumers.
The retail price of poultry was as follows: Turkeys, 22 to 24; geese,
18; ducks, 10; chickens, 15.
A party of young
people, who were interested in the band

fair, some of whom drew
liberal prizes, will have their Thanksgiving
dinner at the home of Mr. and Mrs. Win, J.
Havner. The principal dish will be “Mike’s
pig,” which was drawn at the fair by Marion
Brown. The pig weighs 20 pounds and wili
be baked after the old-fashioned style.
A game of foot ball was
arranged for and
advertised between the Belfast and Thomastou High school teams, but the Thomastons
sent word Tuesday that they would be unable to come. There may be a game here
between home teams.

Concerning Local
Six tons of

Industries.

sole-leather scraps

were

ship-

ped by Critchett. Sibley & Co., yesterday
for parties in Liverpool, Eng.
Tbe Belfast, Machine & Foundry Co. cast
a yacht for John Blake
of Brooksville.
It weighs 1,500 pounds.
keel last week for

a

McAlister of Burnham is preparing
large lumbering business m the
woods of Burnham the coming winter. He
will get out stock for the pulp mills.
Hiram

to

do

a

Hatch Bros, of the Head of the Tide

have

recently finished their season’s work on
pork barrels for John P. Squire and other
packers and are beginning on an order for
-500 fish barrels for parties in Boothbay and

Mrs.

be

thousands of readers
amusing characters ami diverting incidents, rather than by any ingenuity of
plot, which was not attempted by the talented author. Cranford is the name of the
town where the plan of this story is laid. In

by

day

its

this

there is

town

Thursday

Ralph O’Connell is at home from Boston
spend Thanksgiving.
Ben Hazeltine and family arrived last Friday from Seattle, Wash.

great consternation among
ladies. He is finally accepted
into society and makes himself very useful.
A discussion arises between him and Miss
Deborah Jenkins which forms an interesting part of otic act. The tea parties which
are given arc very elegant and
everything is
carried out m a prim manner. The quaint
characters are rather Pickwickian in their
simple, homely ways, ami are the amusing
prototypes of men aud women of the better
middle class w ho lived out their uneventful
lives in quiet country villages before the
advent of trolly cars and electric lights superceded the use of the lantern in evening
walks and social entertainments.
Followcauses

the Cranford

Miss Susan E. Dinsmore went to Boston
for a short visit.

Monday

mere will be singing between
Laurie” by Miss Edith

Capt. Alonzo Shute
from

Mr. and Mrs. E. W. Ellis went

Monday for

one

family

i<

Boston,

«>3

Brewer

week.

Mr. ami Mrs. Wm. H. Wright went to
Boston last Thursday for a short visit.
Mr. and Mrs. Walter

port Saturday for

Cooper

visit of

a

went

Yates arrived home Saturday from
York, where he has been employed.

Frank
New

fast.
Mrs. Ambrose Morrison and

son are

in

spendBruns-

wick.
Mrs. Will. H. Hail

Grange,

East

Thorndike,received

was

two; also

a

hat and

showed total

receipts

expenditures

more

than

Randall

Capen

T.

Thanksgiving with

Ins

spending

;s

21

M

M.

rived

V. B. K

Saturday

to

mother. Mrs.

her

visit

Mary Waterman.
George Shaw have im v.-d to
Mr. Shaw has a position in

Mr. md Mrs.

Bangor,

where

Morse & Co.'s mill.

Patrons of

Miss Abby M. Caldwell went to
Husbandry were advanced to the lOghest
body in grangedom. The members of this last Friday to spend the winter
Mrs, Mower.
great class, one of the largest in the history sister,
Hiram Bramhall of Gloucester,
of the grange, came from every section of
the country.
spending Thanksgiving with !,;s
Capi E. F. Brambal
Harvest Moon Grange, Thorndike, celebrated its 24 th anniversary Nov. 12th. The'
Lewis C. Smith, wfc
is
m
forenoon was spent in friendly greetings
Searsmont for live mouths imst, h
noon

a

which 75 friends

tine dinner was served of
and members partook. In

the afternoon the

meeting

was

'-ailed

Water

parents in

town, Muss

>

thousand

■

Litchfield.

of

one

wi’l

Rev.

>25,Of in

George Stc'kham "f Kansas
dine to-day with his :
r u>

Mr. and Mrs.

City

S 15,250 :;s, leaving a
The secretary's report
balance of i-o.s.d
shewed 150 new granges established during
the year. The climax of the meetings was
reached
Friday afternoon and evening
>

ill.

vacation.

trimmings.

for the year

went to Steuben mat
her brother, Ezra Tufts, who

to visit

Ralph Lombard is at home from the Boston Dental College for his Thanksgiving

even-

The National Grange was in session last
week in Concord,N .H The treasurer's report

tin*

on-

Co.

Wm. F. Thomas, who is temporarily m
business in Camden, spent Sunday in Bel-

The box supper announced to be given by
Seaside Grange last Saturday was postponed
one week on account of the weather.
The
sisters are each requested to carry a box of

der

New-

to

few days.

a

ing Thanksgiving with relatives

Hillside

a*

vis-

in this

the acts—
H. S. Morey was in Bangor yesterday
Pettingill. business for the Belfast Light & Power

S13 26 at tlieir box sociable Tuesday
ing.

and

Mr.

Hall Quarry, Mt. Desert,
city last week.

C. J. Hall of
ited his

Friday

when

visit of

Mr. and Mrs. Clias. F. Prentiss
visited H. M. Prentiss last week.

News ot the Oranges.

and

Saturday

Miss Louise Pote of Bangor visited
R. Locke last week.

sharp.

food for

returned

short visit in Boston.

a

and Mrs. S

and “Ben Bolt” by Miss Sarah Russ—and
music by the Belfast Band Orchestra.
Candy will be sold at intermission. Tickets
25 cents; reserved seats, 10 cents extra.
Doors open at 7.30 o’clock curtain rises at
8 15

Cora Cothren of Farmington visited
Field last week.

Miss

Mrs. Chas. H. Field

“Annie

visit-

;s

the Misses

Mrs. Clarence <). Poor
Miss Ellen L>. Townsend
Miss Alice Weeks
Mrs. Hamilton
Miss Annabel Walker
Mrs. Ali.ert A. ltoix
Miss Caroline W. Fieid
Mrs. Eugene L. Stevens
Mrs. El bridge S. Pitcher
Mr. A. 1*. Mansfield
Miss Georgia Burrows

Lady Glenmire,
Miss Emma Brown,
Miss Jessie Brown,
Captain Brown^,
Miss Betsey BakVr,
*
Martha, |
I’cut'y, (

Swett of Wmthrop, Mass.,
in Belfast.

Frank

ing relatives

ing

is the cast:
Miss Matty Jenkyns,
Miss Deborah Jenkyns,
Miss Mary Smith,
Mrs. Jamieson,
Mrs. Fouester,
Miss Poie,

is

to

men, most of the ladies are unmarried, and
the advent of Capt. Brown and his two

daughters

last

business.

on

William Roberts of Reading, Mass.,
visiting E. R. Conner.

great dearth of gentle-

a

business.

on

Charles Goon Kwoi went to Boston

Br-rv.

k
!.ci

w.

o'

is
t.

or

r.

etl to Belfast for the winter.
Mrs. Charles

to or-

L. Haskeii

>i L

visiting friends in Belfast. H
Jessica is in Wellesley college.

by Worthy Master A. 11. Higgins, and
following program was given. Music by

u

Mrs. Benjamin Lowe of Glom-este; Mass.,
ladies, as- |
returned home Saturday, after s;>• i. I*'mwile, Mr.
sumiuer with her father, Charles IV
1
Damariscotta. The inaki ng of barrels and
J, 11. Say ward and wife and Mrs. Belle
lime casks is again coming to the front as an
Miss Emily F. Miller arrive..
m*
ves
Crosby: remarks by Worthy Master Higindustry of Belfast and vicinity.
from St. Paul, Minn,
where
atgins; Grange history, prepared and read by tei.lay
tended the meeting of the Nati i.... W
r
Mathews Bros, are preparing for a busy Sister M. A. P.
Say ward: music by Mrs
T. U.
winter.
They are getting in a large supply I Carter and class; rec. by Cora Say ward
of western and southern lumber of the best dec.
Charles Wo.-d went t. Boston \j
.; IV
by Bro. A. L. Ward; rec., “Mrs. Morand most fashionable kinds, while their
His sister. Hattie B. Wood, who lias be.
m
gan on the Grange,” by Sister Belle Crosby
store-houses are well tilled with thoroughly
New York, will return with him the
ist of
a paper prepared and read by sister B. W.
dried stock of all grades. Their orders at
j Downes; music by Mrs. Carter and class: the week.
present include the the doors and sash for dec. by Brother Bert Stevens; re,*, by Sister
Or. G. A. Stevens of Stockton Springs is
the new railroad station at Calais, and the Alice Cornforth: remarks by Bro. A. W
course in a
in New
taking a

Carter and

Mrs.

by

sisted

a class >>f young
Mr. Daniel Gordon and

special

finish, doors, sash, windows and door
frames, etc., for the new hotel at Castine
which is to replace the old Castine House.
The mill of Lewis E.

Pitcher in Lincolnville is an industry that does a good amount
of business during the year. It was formerly known as the Kendall mill, and is situated at the outlet of Pitcher’s Pend.
The
machinery consists of a bolt saw, band saw,
stave machine, shingle and heading machine and head turner. The annual output
of long lumber is about 500 M. There is
also

a

cooper-shop

which

turns out

15,000
hauled to

casks per year, which are
Beach a ml shipped to Rockport and
Rockland.
lime

outlo >k fur the granite cutting business the coming season is good.
C. J. Hall
of Mt. Desert has been awarded two large
contracts which will enable him to work a
full crew at his quarry a year or more. The
contract for the new U. S mint at Philadelphia has been awarded to Charles McCall of
that city and Mr. Hall has the subcontract
The

furnish the dressed stone.

to

amounts

to

He

has also

for

a new

nearly
a

half

a

His contract

million

dollars.

contract to furnish the

granite
post office at Camden, N. J. These

two contracts will furnish

employment for a
large number of skilled workmen, probably
under tbe government regulation which provides that such mechanics shall be paid.$3.00 per day of 8 hours. There are a large
number of stone-cutters in this vicinity to
to whom this contract will offer profitable
employment.
The Belfast

Schools.

regular meeting

of the

School Com-

will be held next Monday evening.
Miss Edith Thomas, teachef of the primaBrick school, is ill and

by

Miss Lillian

Spin-

ney.

flajor Lord Ordered Home.
Washington, Nov. 16.
ment

has ordered

Major

The war departHerbert M. Lord,

paymaster of volunteers, now at Manila,
back to Washington. Major Lord is a native
of Rockland, Me., and will be extremely
pleased to get back to this couutry where he
can see his wife and children, from whom he
has been

separated

several months.

*-

Our old friend, George A. Alden, formerly
eastern superintendent of the Maine Central
at Waterville, has made two trips to London
the season just closing with coaching and
driving horses for our English cousins. And
he has done well every time. Next season
he will no doubt double his orders in that
business. [Augusta Age.

quite

ly

of Hallowell

now

has three week-

newspapers, which would seem to be two
than the limited field would warrant.

feeble physically, but as strong as
mentally, although far advanced in life.

service

occurs

next

Saturday

at

graphically

in

The

Boston

Maine

visit to

;

j

Mrs. Geo. E. Brackett, Asst. (Iran i S. ro*71H
tary of Hood Templars. returned N
from a trip to West. IvennehuuK. White;
i-iitl
Hock and Portland, where she mamvisits

York

to

Lodges,

and

and

Cumberland

attended

the

D.strict

aumvers::\

1

Sunday ! Arcana Lodge of Portland.

27, 185»8. The story will
illustrated from photographs and
sketches made in Cuba by the Herald’s
artists and correspondents.
Our readers
to

11

\ es-

be

Herald of Nov.

weli

v\

returi

in eleven years. He has been in the sheep
raising business for main years, being now
one of the largest dealers m the far West.

Bos-

fully

do

vicinity, it being his first

and

to

told

in

was

his

it

trict, Winterport, next Monday.
John F. Simmons of Big Timber, Montana
is visiting relatives and friends in Bangor

out

mind the valued services
Its record is
of this regiment in the war.
unique in that the mortality of the regiment
was
greater than that of any volunThe story
teer regiment in the service.
of
the Ninth regiment in Cuba will be

brings

the week and-

eleven

of the United States
of the Ninth Massachusetts regi-

ment, which

ton,

Mitcheli of Portland

Miss

Rockland Daily Star, heretofore published in the morning, began Nov. 21st to isWe. havenodoubt the
sue in the afternoon.
change will be satisfactory to the publishers
ami to the public. An evening paper can be
published at much less expense than a morning edition and can give a good news service.
The

mustering

>;--nd

:

with relatives here.

Charlotte E. Staples ■! >sed a t- im of
weeks school in the Doyle district.
North port, last Friday, and w:i; begin a
term of twelve weeks in the Woodman dis-

more

The.

train

same

mi

Thorn-

o

terday was accompanied by his grandfather,
John N. Stewart. Mrs. Stewart h is b-ei n
Portland a few weeks

17,561.

city

ret.true..

Monday

William
Sunday before election the New York
Roosevelt's plurality at 17,572. It the first of

The

Lis

Emery 0. Pendleton went to H dloto visit her mother, who is

Mrs.
well

place

their

orders

vance.

mittee

ry department of the
her place is supplied

dike arrived by tile

Sun set
was

Sibley

evening and Mr. E.

Thanksgiving

ever

resum--

few weeks.

a

Mr. and Mrs. A. C.

Papers and Periodicals.
On

hospital

He will return and

Boston last

season.

will
The

York City.
practice in

Ward, subject. Our public schools; rec. by
Sister A. R. March; solo. The City of Gold,
by Mrs. Carter; rec. by Sister Flora Ward
rec. by Jennie Cox; song by Sister Belle
Crosby; remarks by Mrs. A W. Ward, Mrs.
Gowen, Bro. J. H. Say ward and others.
This was one of the best meetings of the

the

lield; land in Burnham.

Improvement Co.,
Brookline, Mass.;

by

ford has entertained

At 7 90 p. m Union services
be held in the Methodist church, with a
sermon by Rev. Ashley A.
Smith, Universalist.
A collection will be taken for local

time

Methodist

written

will

ers as

a

PERSONAL.

interesting story,

church edifice.

1

not upon the water drew a pair of oars;
man who
couldn’t be hired to mount

This very

Wm, C. Marshall is spending Thanksgiy.
Gaskill, has been dramatized and will ing in Boston.
given at the Belfast Opera House on
Walter Poor is at home from Boston for
Tuesday evening, Nov. 2‘)th, under the auspices of the Belfast Kindergarten Associa- Thanksgiving.
tion for the bene lit of the free kindergarten,
Loretto Hayford went to Clinton ye ster
by a company of Belfast amateurs assisted day on business.
by Mrs. Sarah F. Hamilton of Saco. CranCharles R. Coombs went to Boston Mon-

Tlio banks and public offices,
mills, factories, schools, etc., will be closed all day, and
the stores will close at. noon.
usual in such cases many of the drawings
If the weather is warm and
pleasant the
were more or less amusing.
Ladies drew
Belfast Gun Club will have shooting on the
masculine
and
other
shaves, cigars
parapherCongress street grounds. There will be clay
nalia; a clergyman drew chewing tobacco, a j
pigeon and small rifle shooting. The latter
portly young man drew a pair of corsets; a 1 will be at 50
feet, entrance fee 50 cents, 5
marketrnau drew a live pig; an ex-marketshots, the winner to receive 50 per cent, of
man drew a live turkey; a young lady who
the gate money.
does not keep a horse drew a harness; anThere will be bowling between local
playother got horse-shoeing; another who goes

children

Copeland,

Cranford.

This is Thanksgiving Day. Religious serwill be held at the Catholic and Methodist churches. At the former there will be
a three-fold service at 9 a.
m.—erecting and
blessing the stations of "The Way of the
Cross,” the Thanksgiving service, and the
seventh anniversary of the dedication of the

ber of valuable gifts every ticket-holder got
something. The drawing was conducted by
E. S. Pitcher and M. C. Murch, assisted by
Percy Drink water and Fred A. Johnson.
The drawing of the 0li7 tickets occupied 1
hour and 45 minutes. The prizes were delivered from a club room near the hall. As

she lias been the

are

NUMBER 47.

vices

large attendance.
The iuterest chietiy centered in the drawing of prizes, and while there were a num-

George H. Copeland of Biddeford and mother of George H. Copelan 1 of
Rockland. formerly of Belfast. Her other
Marcia F.

1898.

Thanksgiving.

The closing evening of the concert and
fair by the Belfast Band was fully as successful as the previous day, which was reported in The Journal last week. Everything passed off pleasantly and there was a

Rowe, and others.

PAYMENTS.

and hotel

Senator
■

adopted:
Resolved, That

Salaries of orchestra and artists. ..$ 9,107 50

Eastern
t

present.

w ere

members of Brooks Lodge, which

The Savings Bank Tax.

Maine

drop the inspection for
The following
resolutions

voted to

was

An excellent dinner

T. I

The National W. C. T. l\, in session last
week at Chicago, adopted a separate resolution on the death of Miss
Willard, to the
effect that “her life uplifted life; she was
ihe world’s friend.
May her influence
increase.*’
Strong total abstinence resolutions were adopted, the government
liquor revenues and the canteen in tlm
ar my condemned,and the
passage >f the Ellis
bill urged. Tlie other resolutions endorsed
international arbitration, female suffrage,
temperance education, living wages ami
purity hi life. Thursday, the closing day,
Seattle was dec ided upon as thfe next place
for holding the convention, the time to he
about, the middle of October, the exact, date
to he fixed later.
Mrs. Steveus, the President, announced that Miss Powderly, the
stenographer who served Miss Willard faithfully for 1-1 years, would he retained in lier
position. Attention was called to the fact
that Miss Powderly is a Catholic
The
Superintendents who were by the convention added to the Executive Committee were
welcomed into the body during the day.
Action on Mrs. Benjamin's resolution to
cut loose from all the affiliated interests was
deferred until next year. It was announced
by the new President, Mrs. Stevens, that
she would then divide her time between her
home in Portland, Me., and Chicago.

among
fo" that purpose in

It

The front

hall is

a view to

of Monroe

n

Marshal, Evelyn Pendleton; Past District
Templar, Clias. Wood; District Guard, Mrs.

in

like

8.

k

o

CD..Neap Tide..

The Band Concert and Fair.

Jewett.
The reports from the several lodges represented were very interesting and encouraging.

and

Mr. r.

of

lull

Templars.

Good

Waldo District Lodge of Good Templars
met in quarterly session at Brooks, Nov.
10th, and although the day was stormy there
was a large attendance.
Six lodges were
represented by about 150 members.
The
forenoon session was presided over by Mrs.
E. L. Brackett. The other officers were:
District Vice Templar, Mabel Rose; Secretary, T. H. Fernald; Chaplain, J. B. McTaggart; Marshal, Forest Robbins; Deputy

prevent dust in the
cold storage
room for vegetables, etc.
The ventilation
of the cellar is perfect.
The hack hall,
stairways, kitchen aud laundry are finished
is shut off

room

cellar,

the

PACK

County
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Among the Little Ones.

in ad-

The

•■'sS.OOO bond of Clerk

deus I‘. SiimuitoM bears
the.

names

ness

up

:t

iVoris Tuadit

an

s

-.reties

of four

men—l)r

prominent Camden b tsiA. F. Miller. S. (1. latter-

hush, Capt. Isaae Coombs
Fletcher. Politically these
resent

<u

equally

the

two

l

et

m

Elwai C-

l

g m:

••

u

u

rep

ling par.es and

oftheir names attached to Mr. Simontmi
a compliment to their felEleanor Boynton of Park avenue, ficial bond pay
that the public will filli\ apprelow-citizen
entertained a number of her little friends
ciate. [Rockland Courier-Gazette.
Thursday afternoon, Nov. 10th, in honor of
her fourth birthday. She received many
Dr. Edwin A. Porter was m Portland,
pretty presents, among them a particularly
on the statdainty remembrance from her Sunday Monday evening, iu attendance
school teacher, Mrs. John Tiefel. After a ed meeting of the Maine Academy of Mediciround of merry games, the birthday cake cine and Science. He was
accompanied to
was cut, and each guest received a piece,also
Portland by his daughter. Dr. Porter while
a card bearing a tiny doll and a four leaf
clover, with name and date, as a souvenir of in Portland called at the Maine General
the occasion. Those present were : Florence
Hospital and saw J. J. Farwell of this town,
and Alma Leitch, Josephine Pearce, Mary
has been in that institution for several
Curtis, Ella Carter, Mane Furlong, Beatrice who
and Jeannettee McIntyre, Hazel and Rhea weeks receiving treatment for Bright's disButler, Clare Daugherty, Kate and Helen ease and kindred troubles.
Dr. Porter
Haley, Dorothy Williams, Nellie Bray and found Mr. Farwell in a critical condition
Mildred Job. [Niles Daily News.
with chances very much against recovery.
Mr. Farwell was brought home today, arThe little one mentioned above, is the
riving on the 3 39 r m. train. Dr. Porter, who
Mrs.
Ernest
L.
of
and
child of Mr.
Boynton
was with, him reports that he endured the
Niles, Ohio. Mrs. Boynton was formerly fatigue of the
journey very well. [Pittsfield
Miss Dencie L. Mudgette of Belfast.
Advertiser. [He died Nov. 20th.
Miss

s

The Possibilities of the Cold Potato.

WHY WOMEN ARE WEAK.

Editor of The Journal: If
dweller in the country, far from
the “madding crowd,* the fart that the
To

1

in *:

were a

butcher did not often make his appearance
in my rural abode would trouble me very
lit tie.

(liven

with

nice

a

a

kill and

to

porker

in the

cure

few good liens, and a
Add to
iw. 1 would live, and live well.
these vegetables and canned fruits, and if
uu

lit

t

season,

mu

a

peripatetic butcher did
but t

way

times in

un

a

not

my
would

I

t'ai

-i

vousness,

boiled.

a

making

Remedy Which Makes Women Well and
Strong.

The possibilities of the cold potato
almost endless. Taken by themselves,

are

and

they are lonesome enough,
possibilities, unaccompanied,
few. and yet, to

would

Thousands of women in omces, shops
break down in health under the strain and become

be

tired,

cold boiled potato,
and generously covered

with fresh sweet butter, tastes better for
ten o’clock j». m. lunch than all the pie,

a

and cookies

cake,

tu

creation.

Of

course

<ok books say that the proper way to
make lish cakes is to boil together the

the

c

shredded lish and the peeled
but

raw potatoes,
|
using cold boiled potatoes do this!

n

man

.shred and soak your salt lish for
ill an lioui in hot water, free from hones
uid !>• ill', minutes with an equal quantity
vav

visiting

nervous

and debilitated, tortured with female

complaints or racked bv headache, neuralgia, backache
and kidney trouble.
Women must be helped, and the help they most need
is that great strengthener and restorer of vigor and
vitality, Dr. Greene's Nervuru blood and nerve
remedy. It makes weak women strong, creates ^
pure, rich blood, strong nerves, and the vigorous
energies of perfect health. Under its magic inthience melancholy and despair give place to
buoyant happiness. It will
cure

headache,

neuralgia,

rheumatism, female weakof all kinds, and I
ness
nervous
)
debility.
Mrs. F. E. Morgan,

and

1 !.N -N 11S > K1

A

j

i!i

s], ill

a

'i;io

;

the
•

hi

mm.

>

strength an
My -isu

|'OTA I OKS.

>w

cut. in

baking pan medium
lengthwise halves,

i
*

•> ;<
at range one on each slice-of potato,
f the ham is very lean baste generously
\v:th ;:;in; tat. cook fifteen minutes in a
•.

piping hot .-veil, and you have

j

j

j

daughter,
Benjamin Cali
of paralysis.

no
a

to ti

u i:

v

Dr. Greene

a

Tm
is

p

potatoks.

hits of butter and
line

bread

and add rich
make sutiii iently juiey.
1! o ; j;

IU

IS

i.Ugei'.

is

or

A'C

t

potato.

pint of sliced potato add a piece of
butter the size of an Knglish walnut, cut
with j in bits, stii together in the spider; season

cracker

enough
Bake slowly
OI S U

To

nearly

milk

hs

n

season

When the dish

with

.-over

n:

i;rttj:i;i:i

dish slices of cold
thin, between each layer strew

,md salt.

■

salad bowl with.

pudding

a

it

o-:

pe| ;

good.

AU.ei’Ku

i->*

3*lace in

are

to

for

J

hour.

•in

ve il

with pepper and set lightly covered on
the back oi the range, stirring occasionally- S..rv with oyster fritters for luncheon or

supper.
POTATO

p pel.

FRITTER*.

(

POTATOES.

ITUKI)

Delicious.

which nature intended

I

quart of cold potatoes

one

we

should eat.

Helen N. Pac

.VONAJSi; POTATOES.
cut

k

aud.

into

iice add, chopped line, one onion.
Into
the tying pan put a piece of butter the

The hall of

ham.

The Hon. James Hamilton Lewis of
When it begins to brown, ! Seattle confirms the melancholy news
tdd the potato and onion, mixed, toss 1 that he is not to succeed himself as a
Congressman-at- Large from Washington,
ant I thoroughly mixed. Before it begins j
Cenius, eloquence, modesty, beauty, the
to brown, place on the rear of the range,
consummate raiment, could
rose of all
The glided satraps of
overed closely. Let it cook for ten min- not save him.
West Point snicker. Ham has fallen.
utes and serve. Nice with fried smelts.
The world brightening pink whiskers
C J:E A M ED POTATOES.
are rosy no more upon the awful peaks of
into a thickened milk gravy, rich with Three Devils and of Tumtum. Dark are
If you the waters of Skookum Chuck, and Jump
•nice butter, slice cold potatoes.
Off Joe, Doeswallips and Duckabush,
nave a double boiler useii, if not, draw a
Pilchuek and Puyallup, Stillaqualmish
idle. way from the heat and gently simmer and Nooksachk and Yatshilkoto, Ik-kefor 10 or l'» minutes, being careful not to lux-tum and Sin-pail-hu, .Sans Poil and
Satsop and Stillapoo! wail with broken
burn.
voices. The light, the color, the joy
POTATO SALAD.
have fled from Washington.
boil the potatoes in their jackets and
its
The Aurora Borealis waves all
iet them get thoroughly cold before using. streamers and rejoices. The standards of
Ham Lewis is fallen.
Do not slice them as for any other pur- its rival are fallen.
[New York Sun.
pose, but use a small knife and shave them
•size of

hin

egg.

possible. This method will make
salad much lighter; in fact, any salad is

as t
a

an

much

more

dainty

if the

.shaved line. Mix

chopping

bowl is

pint of shaved
one small onion,

a

thoroughly.

Dress with

salad dressing just before serving.
A good addition to potato salad is parsley

cream

very fine and mixed with the potato
before the dressing is added.

cut

CREAM SALAD
a

DRESSING.

large cup of the best cider vinegar

break three eggs, and place in the double
boiler. As soon as it begins to heat stir

constantly. Have ready one tablespoonful Hour, 1 tablespoonful dry mustard and
two of sugar, 1 teaspoonful salt, I salt
spoonful of paprica. Mix in a little vinegar,
and when the mixture begins to thicken

The Finest Calendar of the

creamy consistency. To this add a
piece of butter the size of an egg. Allow
a

the mixture to become
then add

a

thoroughly cold,

large cupful of thick separator

Beat all together thoroughly with
the egg beater. This dressing will keep
for months in a cool place and is the
cream.

finest in the world for any salad.

A salad

For Infants and Children.

The Kind You Have Always Bought
Bears the

Signature

of

/j?
CjiaStyy. /■CMC/U&C

hut

Evening

v«

were
OF

AN UNDERSTANDING.

Seave\..Mrs.

daughter,

her

Lydia A

Mrs.

Garceion and

Ada Noble of Pittsfield

were

cently looking

work

after the

in

the

v-

opt*;

try i'e-ru-na, s’mpiy as a tonic, tnuiKing it wount
stand having her leg cut off. When slio had taken
better. I gave her four more and she was cured. I m
The leg is almost completely healed.’'
ru-ua saved her life.
This case is au illustration of how catarrh is capable <»1
life-giving secretions of the body into scalding lluids. Lio:.
blood had become contaminated, and undoubtedly the muher entire body were diseased. Pe-ru-na in its penetrating n
1
terrible scourge from her system.
L)r. S. H. Hartman,
the discoverer of Pe-ru-na, will advise and treat anyone wig
who may wish such advice. You ran buy Pe-ru-na at any drug.
aavisea

enough

to

1

to

was

■

Star.

A SICK CHILD

1899 Columbia Calendar.
edition of the Columbia
Desk-pad Calendar, issued by the It.;.,- *
Mfg. Co. of Hartford, Coun is being distribnted. This calendar occupies an unifpte
place among ad vert, is; ng devices. It miv he i
said T > he largely t he product, of the I*
Company's own customers, whose contrbca- j
tions in the shape of tilting testimonials to
the merits of Columbia product, or
bits of verse about bicycling in gmmr.d.
i appear at the tops of the various pug.-s <.ver

Can be made

the names of the contribut ts. The pag.-s
f->r Sundays, tlie first day for each m
*
and holidays, present appropriate std<a
from well-known authors.
Any person may obtain a copy lc
ing to tim nearest Co'mnbia «b-*aler
sending five 2-cent stamps to the t .demiar
Department. I’o| e Mfg. Co Hart bn d. r.

healthy, 1 appy and rosy by giving it True's T ixir. Warms
:;e.iith m ttin.sumls at
hildr. u and thi ir pres. m-. j,- ,..,r
True’s Pli*. ir expels warms and .-iir
ail
,t
-mp
in children, 1- i-v.-rishnes.-, » •stivcm.-ss.
■-r mu,
In
.n
.r
etc. Made of pure, harmless, vegetable ingredients

‘fsSP

TRUE S ELIXIR CURES

%

-e

s i-!..
e

Mini

l.

e

a

Stomach,

>•

W
v*

It has been a standard household remedy for 47 years. R
-s j,.
to adnits, acts immediately on the blood, eur
di
y>?
lhiitig f thH bowels and >t .mn.-'i, gives
:ihd m.-t
Price
.'ents.
W
Ask 7 :r druggist tor it
Writ, for book «»'hntir.-r and heir Diseases'’—free^
UK. J. F. TKI i: A CO., A1 B1 11 N. »f VINK.
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AN UP-TO-DATE BO
Ladies’ Reform $3.00
This hoot is made on the
h las- ;>
it is the shape •■{' the to..i
u«,t : quit,
\V’e warrant this equa
S.‘5,.“»0
and will £ive as good sa;isi'arih-n.

Mrs.
re-

being done

them in Fail-view cemetery.
t.
Charles Partridge has arrived
home. He was in the Sixth Massachusetts
regiment and is at home on a furlough to re-

Old=Timer.

,»

too

was

The 14th annual

pRU'i-j'.i

an

on

•-

for

from

kept

grew so thin
a
skeleton,
nothing h
would s.i\.

Adell

town

11

frequently (I

sore

weak.Mrs.

-y

System, May Make its

PERMANENT cure for catarrh i
siciaus. It is Pe-ru-na. The foi
stance of a terrible fever so
impoverished by catarrh, and
great remedy. W. S. SmytlnI'e ice, of Strattow, Tex.,
girl, aged four, was taken
the doctors called rln
knee. In a sliort time h
tides began to form < i,
the knee. They dis«
fluid, d’lie sores gi
until one side of t!
knee to the ankining sore. Sm d

The realization is forced upon all who
are interested that cordial relations must
be established between Mr. Reed and the
administration, and that an understanding must be arrived at if serious difficulties are to be avoided.
The suggestion
that he shall be opposed and defeated fo;
the speakership of the next House is ill
advised, and there is no likelihood of its
being entertained or followed. It is not
to be assumed that a policy being
already
irrevocably adopted Mr. Reed will resist,
its being successfully carried out, but if
j
he should oppose he would be more dan- i
gerous to the purposes of expansionists
on the llooi than he would be in the chair
unless lie had volun'.arily retired from
the speakership.
[Washington, I). (.,

Mrs.

the winter With

Consumption

garrison duty in our new domain.
.Joseph Lindsey has been mustered out

:1

LAMBS WOOL SO

Ho not think for a
moment that consumption

single

F.

Boston

Gould has been to
in

place called

a

I presume

pile and
How

are

they

Alden Chase

are

have made their

taking things easy
an

at

New

i Jane” lused to

eggs

establish

dancing in those days, with the
balances, pigeon wings,
wings, etc.
Among some of the

at

old-fashioned

were

Pitcher; and

as for

the girls, they

all

were

good.

poultry

j
|

there

On

more

Evelyn j

than

less

a

is

here

and

plentiful

to he

half the farms

they

:><)

than half

height.
kiss

stoop

the short

girls,

but

we

round

shouldered, for there
enough short girls to go around
the

never

got

were

not

among

all

boys.

How is my old friend Horatio Locke?
I remember his short linger.
He used to
lix watches for me years ago. But 1 won’t
encroach

trip.

on

Best

your space any
to all.

longer

this

regards

Sincerely Yours,
John F. Gould.

CASTOniA.

»1ti6 Kind You Have Always Bought

years ago, when

the poultry kept,
a great dish and

from New York on his 79th voyage around
Cape Horn in the big clipper ship Charmer.
The veteran master says that fourteen
years of his seafaring life were spent as a
whaler, and sixteen times he has sailed
around the Ca^e of Good Hope.
When
he commanded the ship Seminole he
made the record from New York to San
The captain’s
Francisco of 96 days.
proudest boast is that in all his years at
sea he has never lost a vessel by wreck.
The codfish brings an income of over a
million and a half to the fishermen of
Massachusetts. The cod is the aristocrat
of the sea, and he has contributed not a
little toward the establishment of an
aristocracy on shore. [Boston Transcript.
Codfish balls are the most select affairs
given; but they are not so swell as the
dried apple reception.
[New Orleans

Picayune.
“Cure the cough and save the life.” Dr.
Wood’s Norway Pine Syrup cures coughs
and colds, down to the verge of consump-

Reed is not a man to change his opinion
when once formed. What he will do, with
the drift of events and the trend of public
opinion strongly set against his very firmly fixed ideas of policy, is a question of no
little iuterest.
He is the embodiment of
individual force and power in the Republican party in Congress. No one sufficiently approaches him even to present the appearance of rivalry, and men follow him
who do not agree with him. In the House,
though but a small minority holds views
similar to his on the live questions of the
hour, he dominates the whole body. Time
and again the spectacle has been presented during his career as Speak- r of men resolving in the cloak rooms to oppose him
and then on the floor of the house, under
his eye, hanging their heads and following him meekly.

tion.

KXPAXSION

POLICY.

In the next Congress, if not at the closing session of this, legislation will be demanded to give life and force to a policy
which Mr. lieed has most earnestly opposed. Expansion in every direction must
attend the acquisition of territory.
Expansion of the military and naval establishments, extension of our relations with
foreign powers, a relaxation aud extension
of the qualifications of citizenship, a
spreading out of our tariff, internal revenue and shipping laws and the expan
sion of the postal system to cover new
territory and a strange class of people, all
of these things will have to be legislated
for. It will be required of tbe Republican
Congress that it act in harmony with the
policy of the administration, and if Mr.
Reed adheres to the attitude he assumed
toward expansion at the very beginning

THE HOMELIEST WAN IN BELFAST
As well as the nandsomest, and others are invited
to call on any druggist and get free a trial bottle
of Kemp’s Lalsam for the Throat aud Lungs, a
remedy that is guaranteed to cure aud relieve all

^cute Coughs, Asthma, Bronchitis
aud Consumption1 Price 25c. and 50c.
Chronic and
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have any complaint whatever
the best medical advice you
can poss blv receive, writ** the doctor
freely. You will receive a prompt reply,
without cost. Address.
DU. J. C. AYER. Dowell, Mass.
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Merrimac,”

Will tell his wonderful story
numbers of

in

three

THE CENTURY
MAGAZINE.
This will be a full account <>f the sinking of
the
Merrimac
at Santiago, and the experiences of the
w riter and
his men in Spanish
prisons. It will be read by every American in
the land. This is only one of many richly
illustrated personal narratives in The Century’s new Spanish War Series.
These men
will write for no other magazine. In the November Century begins

“MAINE,”
the arrival in Havana harbor, the insults to her
captain, the explosion and wreck. The whole
story of the destruction of Cervera’s fleet will be
told by Admirals Sampson and Schley, Captain
“Bob" Evans, Captain Taylor, and others.
If you do not take The Century in 1899,
you will miss the greatest reading of the year.
The November number begins the volume and
has the opening chapters of a splendidly illustrated life of Alexander the Great, and of Marion
Crawford's great historical novel of the Crusades. Lieut. Hobson’s articles begin in the
December number. $4.00 a year.

THE CENTURY CO.,
Union Square, New York.
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Notice ol Foreclosure.
IIKia:AS, AI.MON <\ HrsTI S .,( M'.urue, m
tin* County ot Waldo and State
Malta*,
by bis mot t itajre deed dated the 2Kth da> ot September, A. i1. 1 SU7, atal recorded in Waldo Conn
t\ Kejrislry of heeds, in Book 24 7. Face 47'.',
conveyed to me. Isaac Hustus of said M mroe, a
certain parcel ot land situated in -aid Monioe,
the description of said land in sain im*rcnee
deed beine a- follows; beinj: the same 'ot ot land
conveyed t«* me by Hiram A. H u -111 1 »\ hi-\\ .i
is H -ai l
rantee deed dated Septeinbei 11. A D
deed bt in;r recorded in the Waldo < u > t y 1.'
Heeds, in Book 2112, Cam* 7o. to wlm h
try
retail'd reference is hereby made lot a more |■.:r
tienlar deseription of said land. Amt whereas
the condition of said inortftaire lias been broken,
now therefore, by
reason of the breaeh
the
condition thereof,
claim a foreclosure of said
mortgage.
Dated this fifth dav of November, A. D. ISOS
ISAAC HI SICS.
!!w4
By bis Attorney, F. \V. Brown.,lr.
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It is on the Diseases of the
Throat and ^ungs.
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Dr. Ayer’s Cherry
Pectoral Plaster
over the Chest.

If
and

l’o the 11
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first notice that you
cough less. The pressure on
the chest is lifted. That feeling
of suffocation is removed. A
cure is hastened
by placing one of

to

Oi

hile

You

\

CA1U4YING

Captain Holmes, said to be the oldest
American skipper living, started Nov. Pith

hen

w

Pectoral

j1

Reed’s Course.

AN

w

Cherry

flatter of Speculation in 1'oliticu] <'in-les.
There is some interest in speculation as J
the attitude that will be assumed by
j
Speaker Reed both at the coming session I
of Congress and in the Fifty-sixth.
Mr. i
Reed has been practically silent since the
who have passed to the other shore. Those
Maine election, and has had very little to
were happy days. In
looking back I don’t say since the war with Spain began. Ilis
see where we could have
improved on attitude toward questions now upperthose good old times, and we certainly had most in the public mind is well understood.
He is not a believer in the policy
a high-toned class of
people in Belfast. that the administration has now adopted
No place in the State of its size could in the matter of acquisition of
territory.
produce a higher element among its in- He opposed the war or any sort of interference between Spain and her colonies.
habitants then old Belfast.
Not a man
He opposed the annexation of Hawaii.
would think of attending church without He does not believe in
carrying the Amerhis high silk hat, gloves and cane; and ican flag across salt water to be planted
He
opposed any attempt
when 1 was old enough to vote aud father permanently.
at financial legislation by Hiis Congress,
said, ‘‘go aud buy a tall hat at Furber & aud held
to the idea of preservgenerally
Bean’s,” perhaps you think I didn’t feel ing the economic conditions which resulted
well up. But I did all the same, for I was immediately from the establishment of a
about six feet tail and the hat added more Republican administration.
reed’s characteristics.
1 used to have to
down to

Flowers.
We made her May Queen once.
She can tell you all about it.
I don’
think there are many left who comprised
that joyful gathering.
I know of many

-—

jAyer’s

near

barrel of dour.
low

too

is

considered
everybody liked them.
were

Mr.

used to like to dance with

farm

them, whereas

was

chickens

market

meat on a

don't like

j

percentage for

A PAIR OF LAMBS WOOL SOLI

the way haul-

routes in the several towns

certain
The

first class.
1

a

chicken

George

•Sleeper, Sherburne Sleeper, John (^nimby, Fiank Lancaster—in fact, all the Bancasters- ( apt. Tom Clark, Jo Davis, Tom

The suddenness comes
you have a hemorrhage.
Better stop the disease
it is yet creeping.
You can do it with

by.-Vines & Merrithew, Stockton Springs,
"ii
Saturdays, every week, will sell waydown and a cash amount bought will count

science in

good, easy, graceful dancers

on

With iwi > CASH SaI.I; ■•! I A DIRS. HISS’
DRI .N'S SHOES nwtin 'I.tin ami apua'

sweats.

days.... Charles Littlefield is buying
to ship and will try for territory and

ing

like to dance Money Musk with Jane.
Those old-fashioned dances cannot be
beaten up to this day.
There was some

side

New

the route of the teamster

home.

AWAY

ever

Hampshire to visit his
very long at a time. ( apt. Eph. Byder daughter, Mrs. William George_John F.
left here recently for Belfast.
lie is an Libby has a large assortment of everything
old-timer; has been master of vessels for new’ in his store this fad_Fred Haley
40 years, up and down the coast of Maine, hauled for Capt. Hopkins <>f Stockton
100 bushels of < oru and meal at one
and still looks like a two-year-old.
I Springs
load with three horses, from Winterport to
used to meet Captains George Carter,
Stockton Springs.
The captain is going to
Fred Gilmore, Al. McKeen and others of
keep corn, meai, shorts and dour for sale at
our old town, but
don't
show
they
up so the Trundy store aud any one can buy along
often.

GIVEN

will
strike you a sudden blow.
It does not come that way.
It creeps its way along!
First, you think it is a little
cold; nothing but a little hacking cough; then a little loss in
weight; then a harder cough;
then the fever and the night

of the service and has gone to Worcester to
work at his t rade of house carpenter.... L

day. It is hard work for a perwho is born web-footed to stay ashore

"T”

CASTOR IA

remains

son

Bears the

plished their object, which was to produce
the fiuest. calendar of the century. The subject of the exquisite color piece which forms
the centre is “The Ideal American Girl,”
and it is depicted in the most delicate tones
The
as well as the most brilliant shades.
calendar is so designed that no printing appears on the lithographed panels, and they
may be preserved as permanent ornaments
—suitable for the prettiest corner of the
house. Not only is this calendar a gift to all
subscribers to the 1899 volume, but all new7
subscribers receive also the remaining issues of The Companion from the time of
subscription until January 1, 1899, free, then
for fifty-two weeks, a full year, to Jauuary,
A beautiful illustrated announcement
1900.
of the principal contributions engaged for the
1899 volumeWill be sent free to any one addressing The Youth’s Companion, Boston,
Mass., 211 Columbus Avenue.

siowly.

the other

calendar for

new

lias been sick

Alple nso Dyer.... Mr.
is suffering from the effects
.Mrs. Louisa Bennett, who
fm several weeks, is improving

in the

Justice Smytiie Uses Pe-ru-ua In ||j.

Smart lias eh sed lier house and
gone t" Auburn, where she intends to pass

To the Eihtoh of Thk Joi unal:
I
received yours in due season; glad to hear
from you.
1 met ( apt. Van French here

1899, given by The Youth's Companion to all
new subscribers, will be ready to allow that
the publishers have pretty nearly accom-

Those who receive the

sick with the

are

Catarrh, When Once

cruit lor

Century.

add this and cook live minutes. Do not
allow the dressing to curdle, but have it
of

Letter

NO ONE KNOWS WHERE!

Hester A.

as

eschewed entirely. To
potato add the heart of

Into

Another

a

hop very line half a pint of potatoes,
Halve. quarter, and eighth, good sized add one egg, lcup of milk, baking powder
m hi
boiled potatoes, lengthwise, beiug and salt, Hour enough for a batter; fry
careful not to break them, fry in salted like griddle cakes in hot lard, serve with
boiling lard and keep smoking hot until maple syrup <u sugar aud butter for breaknicely browned, diain on brown paper and fast.
serve.
These will be found far nicer than
Cold potatoes can also be use-1 for croraw potatoes attempted in the same way.
quettes by re-lieating before mashing. Cold
as ii the fat is very l ot they will not abpotatoes make the only hash worth eatsorb and will bedi'uty and crisp.
Ac- ing, as
freshly boiled ones aie apt to make
companied by culi I boiled bam for supper, hash s-alvy; a few bits of cold boiled ham
fresh baked eggs for breakfast, they
finely chopped with cold potatoes and
uake a dish iit to m. t before a king.
warmed in a little ham fat make delicious
P.'.KKI- POT A
O AND C llKKs I-'..
has!:.
Cold potatoes halved lengthwise
J
tie a square ( ike tin, which is about and fried brown in ham fat make a deliritwo
un lies deep,
completely cover the ous accompaniment for cold ham.
bot' >m with thin slices of cold potato, |
Cold carrots 01 parsnips left over from
ia."
g a ted about two cupfuls of good the boiled dinner are nice creamed aud
cheese, not too unm-t, Completely cover the served hot. Cold beets which have lot
layer of potato with one of the grated been pickled are delicious re-warmed and
chefs-- and then place bits of butter on ! served in melted butter. To the housethat, i-ii'ceed in this way until the tin is! wife who is fond of
vegetables scores of
-many full, using all the grated cheese, ways will suggest themselves by which
•io ei
the toji with tine crumbs and liberal the vegetable diet can be varied, which
j
fasb-soi black pepper.
Pour over this will include many new and appetizing
j
abou’ a pint oi good milk anti bake about. dishes und render palatable the only food
! Pi

s

■

j

hither

of six children

her

delicious ; half potato and hail 'indy rut.
celery is
iish ioi' breakfast or tea.
Bacon or salt delicious.
In the suinmei season always
i'ork an be substituted for the ham if have the inner leave* ot b-ttuce to line the
desired,

family

North Troy. Thieves entered the hous
Clarke Kunnells recently and breaking locks and removing parts of small drawers of a bureau in the sleeping room occupied
by Mr. Kunnells, succeeded in obtaining
-L’s Mrs. ILinnells was away at the hospital
in Watervillc at the time.
No clue as yet
to the guilty parties. Mrs. Sarah I). Carleton
in visiting her
daughter, Mrs. Alma Green
of \Vi1;<m.... Mrs Hauuah W.wds returned
from Pittsfield Thursday, where she visited

•’

side op.
Have thin slices!
previously freshened' in warm
,!

L

l

NEED

Stackpole,

Mrs. G. E.

of Mr

Kervura blood
:ni
r\
rei
t v,r 1 I did so. i a:
happv to sav that all mv troubles
n.r. e
dr .p; -ared, and 1 cannot sav enough of this wonderful
medii i
i have lots of friends who can also testify to its great
me:
id this is the onlv lenr !••• that I should advise people who
sit
k
lor it is the most v uderful of all medicines.”
are
It V',1.1 ie. 1 the need ot
eial advice, consult with Dr. Greene
f;a \ p^i N!.: ally or ly h ter, at his office, 34Temple Place, Boston,
Majll'.' is recognized as the most successful physician in curing
disca-e and makes’no charge for consultation.
•"

daughter.

measles.

••

no

a

the floor of the House at the head of a
small band of fellows would be still greater
menace
to the measures which he
might oppose. In the chair he would
owe a responsibility to Ins
party; on the
floor deposed, he would be free. If he
should determine to resist the policies
j
which it is believed he does not approve, !
he would, if standing alone on the floor, i
so far over-top
every one about him that !
his power would still be felt.

Berry, who has been

E.

Brewer are the guests of Mrs. Jennie
Hoxie ...Ralph Hoxieof Pittsfield has been
visiting friends in Burnham, Waterville,
Lewiston and Auburn... Charles Houston

j

had

came

of

■

j

his

G.

a

morn-

cently saw two deer near the village on the
Unity road.... Mr and Mrs. C. W. Basford

••

tabhc-po.

Sunday

experience_Annie Berry has re-opened
her school after two weeks vacation... .G.
H. Hopkins of St. Albans is visiting friends
in tow n-Daisy Sherman is visiting friends
in Detroit for a short time-O. R. Whitney
of South Casco lias been employed by Sliute
& Mitchell in their factory-John Hart re-

>

juiee.

last

sermon

of

>

moo

here.

Boston lias returned home. He attended
the mechanic’s fair while in Boston-Mrs.
Lola Whittaker of Troy is teaching the lower village school and is boarding with Millard Gilmore. Mrs. Whittaker is a teacher

who resides at 177 Austin
boded potatoes, mash together until
St.. Worcester, Mass.,
to
and light, season generously with j sat s :
• utter,
add hot milk enough to mould
My nerves were so
.'•caddy d -i with fine cracker crumbs weak, and 1 was so very
nervous, that I could not
o in
t’ue wire cage not more than
I would
sleep nights.
kc- at a time. Have a kettle half
get up in the morning
weak and tired,
good sweet lard, smoking hot,
feeling
and
-e
wne < age and fry
rapidly with lo-s of appetite
constipation of the bowat quired, drain
!.;.o.\ n ; age
els.
•i
••'. a hot platter with
; >\\ n papt :, pi:n
“I
gradually grew
worse until
life almost
with
ot parsley oil eacli cake, eat
a burden, and at
seemed
b out made } i klc», hut Johnny cake and
last l lnnl nervous prosdee p
breakfast, some prefer tart a re j tration.
My nerves were
s i;;- c :i- ;iu accemp iniment to nmi cakes,
in a :• rriMe condition. 1
i
ha
with cold
hashes
i’lli> is made by e< >oking togethei one egg.
chills: on
minute I
.1 table jM■■ ns tarragon vinegar, hall tea- !
would be cold and the
poo:;-;d mustard, quarter teaspoon!'ul of | next he ail perspiration, I
felt too bad f--r anything,
mful
ajirlca. .old when cold, one
i».

j

of

weak,

b

;.i

interesting

Burnham.

could

and factories

me a

lengthwise,

out

The ceaseless drudgery of household cares is more than the strongest
endure and it is no wonder that frail women break down under the strain.

their

costomers

numerous

The first snow
ing and evening.
Nov. lOtli and left the same night,

think I have
fast.

for her

-Mr. Congdon from Bangor preached
very

dish i'i cold potatoes in the house 1 never
nothing for supper or break-

a

rock around which is

House to admit of any factions within the
party, and the demand for legislation will
be too imperative to admit of the power
of resistance being left in any hands where
it will be used to defeat the Republican

left Mon-

Stowers went to Boston and visited there
da>s, returning home by boat Saturday-Miss Mary Grant of Prospect visited
here several days last week-Miss Addie
Partridge from the Narrows Dist. is dress-

Specific for NerWeakness and Irritability, the

Dr. Greene’s Nervura is

Now. to my mind, cold potatoes
more use than hot ones freshly
It 1 am fortunate enough to have

>:ato.

French

several

But 1 started in
snap my lingers at him.
tell about the possibilities of the cold
p

Week.J

from last

a

surging sea. In the next Congress the Republican majority will be too small in the

day for Stoneham, Mass., where he is employed in a shoe factory -Mrs. Maria
Blanchard has gone to New York for medical treatment_Mrs. Evelyn Johnson of
policy.
as Speaker, Mr. Reed would
oppose
Manchester, N. H., was here several days j theIf,
policy of tne administration, his
and left for her home Monday, accompanied
in
the
I
chair vvoul bean obstacle
presence
by her mother, Mrs. Lois French, who will j intolerable to the advocates of
expansion.
remain with her for the winter-Capt. J j Yet if he were
deposed because of adP. Stowers left last wreek for N. Y. Mrs.
lierence to his convictions his presence on

come

year,

to

me

[Deferred

Sandypoint. Clifford

They Break Down Under the Strain of
Household Drudgery.

good bin of mealy “spuds,”

lie will be like
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GRAY’S Bpu°sr,VensdS COLLEGE
and School of Shorthand and Typewriting.
TAUGHT TO DO BY DOING.
DRY THEORY DISCARDED.

The taxpayers of the eir\ of
notified that all poll taxes
estate for lHdS are now lue
tnent is requested
A di-.
will he allowed on all taxes n a;
IS'.*!*. 1 shall he in my otlieein
from H.lto to 11.3t) a \t daiiv
( It

AS.

II

>

V l;«. I \

Belfast, Sept. 1. IK'hS,

u

SEND FOR FREE CATALOGUE.

Address

FRANK L.

PILES!

GRAY. PORTLAND,

PILES!

ME.

PILES!

Williams’ Indian Pile Ointment will cine
Wind, Weeding, Ulcerated and Itching Piles, lr
Dr.

absorbes the tumors,

allays the itching at once,
poultice, gives instant relief. Dr. Williams’ Indian Pile Ointment is prepared only for
Piles and Itching of the private parts, and untiling else. Every box is guaranteed. Sold bv drug j
gists. sent l»y mail, for 50c* and $1.00 per box. I
WILLIAMS’ M’F’G CO., Prop's, Cleveland, Ohio
or sale by R. H Moody.
iy3S
acts as a

Cor.

Main

and

Pieasant Streets

The

dining room has been
furnished, and this is now tl
day house in the city. Dim
at25ct«.
to

let.

Good stable

conn,

3m34
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Jamaica.

in

Encountered

of

almost every nation mingles in his
While the cocoanut head, crowned with stiffest wool predominates,
every
kink of the hair and color of the
eyes may
be found, with almost every shade of complexion, from ebony to good

Affairs of the Island.

,i

English as
Negro Jews.

llrsid-fJear.
.parities of

Journal.]

of The

mu;

9th,

Oct.

a,

;

Among the

most singular
people in
the colored Jews, who unite
the dark skin and protruding
lips of the
African with the Hebrew’s sharp features
twinkling eyes and nose of ad normal de-

this small island

Jamaica

public is indebted
them, as well as
The energetic

In

long-negijesty’s domain, and

M

he

got up
about six years ago,
view

a

to

advertising

He

particular.

;u

ocipal

why

reason

f£ winter travel

if

ward

of the

some

this

filing

one

the want of

cue to

8o, just before

extraordinary

an

stly hotels

be

to

rvery modern conthe exposition w as
eil
tend

which sub-

required

were

attended by
ien visitors, and a

resulted,

cd out.

Ibe

big

urpose during
have since become
tlie

the dozen

or

so

I-

|

manage to sustain
lie one nearest the
-t

uni cuisine.

As for

ed

so

There is

oinans.

inn

us
a

a

in

under the sun,
records.
Church

statistics,

1 find that there are 40.2s:)
Episcopalians in Jamaica; 35,42s Baptists:

by high walls,

a

believe it was, in
cooking is Creole

ns

>nishing thing

you

around

the streets

endless

variety of

a

trunk,

hand-bags and

two

a camera

to

repetitions, each yelled louder than before
if

by
understanding,

as

of

tain amount

ci

roll

the Custom House, he said “marm. Lady!
I dat quick-quickie fe quattie fe lil tings
an tanner fe Link.”
What on earth he
meant I had no idea, until after several

Jamaican.
>:

and words

new-comer

that

to

means
an

arouse

my dull

obliging bystander,

'thing, or rather familiar with what is known as “Quashie
iiways allowed in English,” translated the porter's words to
n >
clothing at all signify that he would do the job very
i' of society, seems
quickly for “quattie.” or one-quarter of
trilie too far. Each au
six pence, (three cents in our
j English
.!:;>• himself in the
{money,) for carrying each of the small
r,
'iigh be perambu- ! pieces, and a tanner,'' a six-pence, lor the

>

;'

Garments

v;.

d

;n
a

Msld

trunk.

|

his most origiThe poorest of these negroes are r.\|
fantastic Leadj tiemely polite to one another, as well ;is
-ersous wear
to str ingers.
It is amusing it* hear a halr-

ci*•<.
.'

than

hat, cap or ! naked fellow, hatless and shoeless, bowiug
i-.. i owever
atrocious* low to another-in the same condition and
hen-.
Tlie most i saying with the air ot a Chesterfield: How
n design and
general do dis moru, sai l' Hupeum to be well,
pi'h hats and helmets I sar.” The response invariably i>. “Quitie
< illicials
"'in;.'
and 1 well, um, dis morn, sar; tank um, sar.”
al c imitators among The word “um'' is not
understood, but

t
I

of

m

For

whose its use is constant in
every sent»*uce and
the sun, | “sar” or “marm-lady” are never omitted.
tlie best possible Seeing
women
breaking stone on the
ceil thick but literally
road side, coaling ships in the harbor,
men

much in

!iey

in

are

all shapes

the fields and doing all the
working
business of marketing, you wonder what
in

ordinary police-

the

with

abnormal

living. It is not true
altogether idle, though
tore and aft; others
the women perform most of the labor
tlie depth of a disliwhich calls for strength and endurance.
an

others

others

rown;

the

do for

men

that the

measure

men

a

are

The colored “lords of creation” in this

huge

xaggerateu clam- j part of the world are willing to be dressit all;
and others j ed up in tlie becoming uniform of soldiers
'Me heaven but a big i and glory in the gorgeous tunic, scarlet
i!

••

usually

are

covered

jacket and blue zouave breeches of bargreen, ! baric splendor.
1 hey will even perform the light funcfestooned, or

brown
own,

or

tions of the

knots, according to the
with lung ends danglk or dapping in the

said to be

of the hatter’s

wake him

11mares

Jamaican policeman on the head to
up when a murder is being
committed under his nose.
One finds native men on the railroads, too, apparent-

made to lit snugly,
inner frame-work,
space all around the
an

of air

Thus

a

ly enjoying the free rides as conductors
and engineers; also as telegraph operators,

man

Derby requires

police-force—although it is
generally necessary to thump

a

*a

h

glass-diamond bedecked clerks in shops
in which his cranium
and hotels, and overseers of the so-called
n a trap, and
gives him “weaker sex” who are breaking stone
an over-grown inushand digging ditches. To tell the truth,
7

a

the

irom

a

The

rear.

the Amazonians look better able to do
hard work than the lanky, undersized

alfect the

big white
ghly-eolored silk scarf
The
doating ends.

blackest

and

brawniest

of

them challenge admiration when met on
the road, huge burdeus balanced on their
heads, loose garments tucked high around

men, lounging at the
e their heads
swathed

turbans, while the
yards of white
ly draped over their

the hips, arms swinging, striding along
with the graceful motion which freedom
of body and limb alone can give.
With

hair and hanging down
envelop their

tle

e

several

i-

The

men.

vigorous

41esses
uma

handkerchiefs of

top of the Unban
d hat, male or female,

lay hands

can

ear

to

poor

lit-

tail with

either of purchase or sale.
The splen! did roads, which are the pride and boast

themselves ! of the island, were originally built by con*
like a crown victs, and the work of keeping them in

content

n

worn

when off
ii»lf
•oi

on.

donkeys

they belabor the

laden from

Guinia grass for its own dinner and a
variety of articles, animate and inanimate,

•'ll

they

arms

a

j

duty they : repair

gourd-shell, the

inverted wash-basin.

not difficult. You soon cease to
feel pity for the females wiio are doing it
when you observe how contented, even
is

Here and there
hilarious, they are.
vtten appear in truly along the roadside they set up four poles
»n.>
of millinery, but and thatch them with palm-leaves, to affete

j,.

mlary

lL

days, the colored

adornment to the

ford shelter

!

ual ly one meets a proud
’-all silk hat of antique
and battered plug with
The
blight calico.

|.;

iitle round

j.

sported by circus clowns; great many

*

i:i
b
t,,

■

,!,',;iesf

peaked

of all is

the

caps,

zouave

and

white, with yellow
extremely becoming—

l.

j

that fills you with amazegibberish that is spoken

i-

!
'

the

sun;

and

undef

these primitive huts they set, happy as
any Queen on her throne, making a frolic
of pounding up the easily crumbled volcanic rock, laughing and gossiping all day
long. Qn these rural roads you meet a
more

pedestrians

than

ve-

hicles. Most of the latter

are queer, three
wheeled carts, drawn by three bullocks
abreast; or by three mules,or three horses,

maybe it is

badly mixed

of horse,
ox and mule harnessed side by side.
Now-a-days every Jamaica negro prides
himself on descent or connection with
or

it,

from

a

judging from the huirh
Although the institutions of the
of England are most in
evidence,

team

°f the
upper classes is bad
their “bobs” and “sang-

,lli

other color in his blood
brown.

but black

!

Moravians;

United Methodist and Free
missionaries and 10 from the London mis0

The coarse boys jeer at, and call liim
Do they think of the hungry days

uaker Oats
in

2

At all grocers
-lb. pkgs. onl>

fortune

SAN Fit \N

LOUISVILLE, ky.

CISCO,

NEW

YORK.

Bones

He sleeps in the woodland where he played
With his mother when he was young,
Where he saw the grass and the waving

boughs

And frolicked when wood-birds sung.
For fifteen years we were friends, blind

Dan,
And I know that my care for you
Was never a loss to the soul I hear;
It is good to be kind and true!

hope there’s a heaven in the universe
Where the sightless of earth can see,
And all that is wrong will be righted there,
I

Cal.
N. V.

To

I

Republican Avalanche.

a

practical certainty.

And the ones I shall hate the worst,
Will be the man who abused God’s dumb,
And rendered their lives accursed.

J

the election

occurring

<2^^557

Ten thousand demons gnawing away at
one’s vitals couldn’t be much worse than
the tortures of
itching piles. Yet there’s a
cure. Doan’s Ointment never fails.

proportion ately greater.
i hese marvelous vegetable pills go directly to he seat of the trouble. They build

up a new cellular structure in ihe diseased
pans by unvinatipg poisonous elements and
renewing health-giving chemical forces in
the blood.
-! key are for sale
by druggists everywhere : for 50 cents a
single box or $2.50
f. r half a dozen.
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Unity. 11

cury Mini potash seemed to add fuel to the
awful tla me which was devouring me. 1 was
advised by friends who h:id >itii w-eideri'nl
cures made by it. t.. try sw ift's specific.
We
*?■> r two bottles, and ! felt hope again revive in
healih and happiness
my breast—hope for
again. I'Tmproved from the start, a nd a'
plete and perfect cure was the result. S s. S.
is the only blood remedy which reaches desMrs. T. W. IIkk.
perate oases.
Montgomery. Ala.

4
4

M

A

For si.\ long years suffered untold misery.
1
covered with s--res
and ulcers from head •->
foot, and no language
can express my feelings
of woe during tin-se long
years. I had the best
medical treatment,
era! physicians sou
sively treated me, bn
pu rpi
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was

to no
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unable to cure, is communicated from
one generation to another, inflicting its
taint upon countless innocent ones.
Some years ago I was inoculate 1 with poison

a nurse who infected
taint,
ne little on-- was
Unequal to the struggle,
and its life was yielded
Up to the* fearful poison.

PM
11 20

....

dition it can produce. This terrible
disease which the doctors are totally

by

A M

Belfast, depart.
7 15
Citypoiut. t? 20
Waldo.
Brooks
Knox
Thorndike.-.

had Blood Poi-

desperate
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On and after Oct. 3,1 S9S» trams connecting a*
Burnham and Waterville with through trains fo
and from Bangor. Waterville, Portland and Bos
tun will run as follows:

the middle of the Presidential term turn

T"

I was confined to the house three years*
unable to walk nearly half the time.
“After those three slow years of agony*
during which I spent probably $2,000 for
treatment ar.d tried a dozen doctors, I gave
up hope of any release from pain, but
dcat'
u
I was cured, completely cured, by Dr.
Williams'Pink Pills for Fale People. They
alone caused my recovery.
“The first dose gave me appetite.
After the second dose I slept soundly*
the first time within a \ ear.
“I sent for a dozen boxes. By the time
I had taken the contents of eleven boxes I
felt entirely well.
1 he doctor said I was cured. Pie was
greatly impressed, and since then he has
prescribed Dr. William/Pink Pills for Pale
People for many of his patients."
TVir;. f nly, together with her husband,
made afi.aavit to the exact truth of the fores' ing account before Notary P. N. Thomas-,
he cure of the sever ct cases of rheumansm by L.r. V reams' 1 ink Fills for Pale:
People has occurred in every state in the
L n on, ana i.s power hi ordinary cases is

time-table.

in

CASTORIA.
The Kind You Have Always Bought
Bears the

efforts.

Maine Central R. R,

Not for tlie past sixty years, except |
the war and reconstruction days [Emma Root Tuttle, in Angell Pr.ze-Contest
when many States were unrepresented in Recitations.
did

that crowned her

fancy the devils which I shall see,

during

j Congress,

torture which lasted three years;
dreadful disease, and the good

the

Such suffering as rheumatism causes the
victims upon whom it fastens itself is almost unendurable.
Sufferers from the worst types of this terrible disease will supply the missing horrors
in the following story from real life.
Those who writhe under milder forms of
rheumatism will be able to imagine the
feelings of the tortured victim.
The only justification for making public
such heart-rending details is the fact that
the lesson taught will be helpful to others,
pointing the way to renewed life and health
to every sufferer from rheumatism.
The story is told by a woman. Her name
is Mrs. Caleb Fenly; she lives in St. Paul,
Indiana.
This is her account:
“I am a farmer's wife. I believe r.y
frequent exposure 13 the weather cauied my
terrible attack of rheumatism.
Damp
weather always aggravated it.
“My limbs would begin to swell at L.c
ankle joints.
1 his swelli 'g would begin ia tl c
r.ig'it,
at times.
I ncv;.i a* ?'•:.* i.i agon
would fi d my limbs purple
“j-’i/.i.
in color, s; oiien to twice their natural me,
and so radian with pain I c* old n bear to
touch them.
“My right arm and both legs were so
drawn as to be almost useless.
“My skin became dry and yellow.
“At times my limbs would pain a- ihouyh
millions of needles V’cre pricking tr em.
“A.gain they would tc numb and I could
not feel a needle thrust into my flesh.

I had a horse which was blind. To-day
He went to his long, long rest,
And I’ve this to comfort me, where he lies
Will the wild flowers bloom the best.
But the dearest comfort of all is this,
I never forgot his need,
And when urged to sell him I only said,
“My love is more than my greed!”

CALIFORNIA FIG SYRUP CO.
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Flag station.
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and inventions. Hie Aplar),Taiks with a Lawyer,
Around the (ilobe, Live Stock and IFalry, The Pool
tr} Yard, (pustion Box, The Veterinary, Plant*
and Flowers, Fashions and Fancy Work, House*

Limited ticket- l.-r Poston are m-w sold at$5.00
>m Belfast and all stations on Branch.
Through tickets ro ail iioints West a d Northwest, via all routes, for sale 0v I.. N. UiamoK,
<; I «». F. EVANS.
Agent. Belfast.
Vice President ami (ieneral Manager.
F. E. Booth by, (Jen’l Pass, and Ticket Agei ;.
1 orrland, Sept. 2s, 1,39.3.
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Of the many blood remedies. S. S. S.
is the only one which can reach deepseated, violent cases. It never fails to
cure
perfectly and permanently the
most desperate cases which are beyond
the reach of other remedies.
!

S.S.S.rThe Blood

with all the latest and no--:
that experience ano <**h*i.« e

WINTER RATES.
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State and
being read

Great

is purely vegetable, and is the only
blood remedy guaranteed to cot tain no i
mercury, potash, or other mineral.
i
Valuable books mailed free by Swift

•:
territory in 'be
hy no less than a mlliion reader
<k.*
Do not delay or tan
a
remarkably liberal .'tier. \vlii< ': w*- u.ai.e
limited time only, t y sp.-ri i! a.rran. **n ••• •• ill
w
the publishers. Remember,
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Reduction in Fares.

a

Belfast to

Boston

"O'

full year, a: the very low
Address all orders to

; ne*

\«
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REPUBLICAN JOURNAL PUB. CO
BELFAST, MVINL.

Specific Company, Atlanta, Georgia.

WHAT

Is THE I.ATINT

FINISH IN CELLULOID

RargaIhsI

Qreat

(itX>DS THIS SEASON
IT Is.

Commencing Monday, October 17,

1 SON

Fare between Belfast and Boston reduced :r■■ -ns
5
§3.00 to §2 25.
Fare between Searsporr and Boston red
from §3 lo to §2.30 and a j'roportionatc reduction made in the price of through tickets intween Boston and all landings on the Peiiob-Jvt
River.
The price of ro< ms, accommodating two persons each, is
reduced from §2.00 and §1.5o to 1
§1.50 and §1.00 each.
Steamers “Penobscot” and “City of Bangor”
will leave Belfast, alternately, for Boston via
Camden and Rockland. Mondays. Wednesdays,
Thursdays and Sarurdavs at about) 2.30 P M.
For Bangor via way-landings, Tuesdays, Wednesdays, Fridays and Saturdays at about 8.oo A.
M. or upon arri val of steamer from Boston.
<.

Wool

Fleece
Lined

RETURNING
From Boston via way-landings, Mondays, Tues
days. Thursdays and Fridays at 5.00 P. M.
From Bangor via way-landings. Mondays. Weddesdays, Thursdays and Saturdays at 11.00 A. M.
CHAS. E. JOHNSON, Agent, Belfast.
CALVIN AUSTIN. Gen’l. Supt... Boston.

WILLIAM H. HILL. Gen’l Manager, Boston.

39c.

|

The Nose and Throat,
]N<>. Vi li> Ki-wlmr,
(Near

(

iner

t

Fail

tu Si St

Sired,
■*■■■’,

MASS

TRY GRAIN-0!

TRY GRAIN-0 :

place of coffee. The children may drink it withinjury as well as the adult. All wh< try it
GRAIN-O has that rich seal brown

of

Mocha or Java, out ii is made from pure grains
ami the most delicate stomach receives it without
distress. 1-1 the price of coffee and 25 cents per

package. Sold by

CHICKENS,

all

grocers.

CiKESK, ETC.
Meats of all kinds and game in its season;
home made and Deerfoot sausages, ham,
bacon, corned beef and vegetables.

49-GOODS DELIVERED PROMPTLY

MAINE.

S.’

out

1 TURKEYS,

BELFAST,

GEO. I EAMES. M, D„ D. D,

like it.

arranged fora full supply of poultry for
Thanksgiving, including NATIVE

Masonic Temple,

Druggists.

Ask your Grocer to-day to sl ow y.i. a package
of GKAIN-O, the new food drink that takes the

We have

PALMER’S,

SEEN AT

POOR & SON'S,

Hours, 12 to 2. Others hour*
by appointment only.
October' 1897— 1 y45

THANKSGIVING

-AT-

VERNIER MARTIN,

BOSTON,

POULTRY.

corner

Main,

He 1

fast,

H. H.

LAMSON,

Licensed Auctioneer,

FOGG & BROWN,
I High St.,

j

V.

O.

ADDRESS.

Me

FREEDOM, IflAiNE.

...THE...

A. CLEMENT

Swan (£ Sibley Co.

HAS A FI LL STOCK OF
MOULDINGS FOR ALL
KINDS OF.

JOBBERS OK

Picture

GRAIN,

REASONABLE PRICES.
GIVE KIH A CALL.

SEEDS and
GROCERIES.
Importers
dealers in the finest

Framing

Fine farm in Xor’hport, two m i- tr-un Camp
Ground, 135 acres land, nice buildings, large
orchards. 350 bills, apples last year. Good soil,
never failing water. Will be sold very low and on
4dtf
easy terms.
>

M 1
HILL,
39 Miller St., Belfast

Also MATS in all colors.
PASSE PABTO IT MATERIAL.

FEED.

Food

Buy,
Easy to Cook,
Easy to Eat,
Easy to Digest.

A woman's account

Which brought him down to a skeleton
From the roundest of glossy bays?
If they only knew what a charity
A pat of the hand would be,
And a gentle word, or a cooling drink,
They would give them right cheerfully.

sion society; and nobody knows how many j out so favorably for the party holding the
State-paid rectors and curates of the j Presidency as they have in the canvass
Ordinarily these
Churches of Eugland and Scotland, Rom- I which has just closed.
elections go against the President’s party.
ish priests and Jewish Rabbis.
The ouly time since 1870 when they failed
Fannie Bkioiiam Wakd.
j
to do this was in 1880, in the middle of
"I suffered for mouths from sore throat.
Cleveland’s first term, when Cleveland
Eelectric Oil cured me m twenty-four
h mrs.''
saved a fragment of the large majority
M S. Gist, Hawesville, Ivy
which he got in tlie House in the election
Col. (ieo. E. Waring.
in which he was chosen.
At that time,
however, the Senate was against him.
Colonel Waring’a death from yellow
The Senate, in fact, was always against
fever was almost instantly recognized as a
him during his eight years of service, exgreat public calamity. Having suffered cept during the first half of his second
from every form of contumely during the term.
In the second half of the term he
early years of his administration as street- lost his preponderance in the Senate, and
Commissioner
in
New
cleaning
York, he tlie House went overwhelmingly against
lived to he universally regarded as one of him.
.Jackson had both branches of Conthe greatest benefactors of his time.
gress on his side during the whole of his
lie was horn in Pouudridge, New York, service, but McKinley is the only Presij
in 1S33, and was educated in i’ouglikeep- dent since then who has carried both
sie, where he studied engineering, agri- branches with him through his term, save
culture and agricultural chemistry. When in the civil war and reconstruction period
]
the Civil War broke out he went to it as al read v menti oned.
ma jor of the Garibaldi llussars.
Later he j
in another luiiJtiy important respect tue
helped to raise the Fourth Missouri Cav- situation for the Republicans is even more
aliv, and was made its colonel.
gratifying. On tin* basis of the returns
He began 1ns work as Street-cleaning in the State and Congressional elections
t ommissioncr in
ls95, and, after three! just held the Republicans would have had
years of splendid achievement was turned j a larger majority in the electoral college
out of office as a consequence of Croker’s
than any party has received at any other
victory last year. On October 2 he was time since Grant's second election in 1872.
appointed head of the commission to se- McKinley’s majority in the electoral collect camp sites in Cuba, and to arrange for lege in 18‘.r’» was ninety-five.
It would
sanitary improvements there, lie paid have been at least 141 if the Presidential
canvass had taken place this year.
The
oiil;, States which went to the Democrats
in Ubs were Alabama, Arkansas, Colorado, Florida, Georgia, Idaho, Kentucky,
Louisiana, Mississippi, Missouri, Montana, Nebraska, North Carolina, South
Carolina, Tennessee, Texas, Utah and
Virginia. All the othei States were carried by the Republicans, for the Republi
cans have the entire State ticket in Minnesota by good majorities,except the Governor, which was lost on a factional tight in
the party, and because many Republican
Swedes voted for the Democratic candidate, a Swede, who was put up for the
purpose of drawing away votes from the I
Republicans on the race issue. In a Presidential contest, of course, Minnesota
would have given in ISPS as big a majority, 54,000, as it did in 1890. The Republicans have all the States except those
named, and would have had 2P4 votes in
the electoral college, giving them a majority of 141.
The wreck of the Democracy is comCO].. i.FOROr F. \v a hint;, .tr
plete and disastrous. In every part of the
y
After an ling :r
g mi II \r-i kt. < U'i
Co; yr glr,
1 'V .:.ii
JJi'otljeia
country except the South, it was overwhelmingly beaten. In fact, of the States
classed as the South, the
special attention to the problem of clean- conventionally
Republicans carried Delaware, Maryland
ing Havana, and there is some comfort n and
West Virginia. Throughout the East
the news that his report in that important
and the Central West, the Republicans
matter was practically finished, and tliyv.
made
a clean sweep.
All the States on
the conclusions which he reached are availthe Pacifi slope are securely Republican.
able for government use.
Nebraska and the few States in the Rocky
“Colonel Waring,” writes E. S. Martin
in Harper’s Weekly, “was a delightful Mountain gioup cling to the Democrats.
These and the far Southern States are all
companion and a very agreeable writer. | that are left to the Democrats. To this
Long ago he published some Civil War I
and contemptible measure has the
stories under the title of ‘Whip and Spur,’ pitiful
party of Jefferson and Jackson
as well as other sketches, but of late years I great
shrunk in t hese days.
Indeed, its showhis writing, as well as his work, has been I
would l ave been still worse if there
in the line of his profession.
His work, | ing
1 ad been a Presidential contest this year,
though of immense value to his fellow)i in the larger vote which would then
He j
countrymen, had not enriched him.
ave been polled, and the greater incitedied in the service of his country, at the I
ment to effort which would have been
height of his reputation, but without hav- |
the Republicans would uniug accumulated even such a fortune as furnished, have carried
Kentucky, as they
would avail for the modest support of his doubtedly
did in 1895 and 1890, and they would probwidow.
The proposal that comes from
have
For the Dewon Nebraska.
ably
ex-Mayor Strong of New Y k that a fund j
there is no hope in the immedishould be raised in his memory for Mrs i mocracy
ate future. There is no
for it in even
Waring*s benefit is timely and suitable, ; the remote future unlesshope
it drops its antiand is likely to find prompt and cordial
expansion narrowness and its financial
support from thousands of citizens who follies and
iniquities, extirpates its Bailfeel themselves to be Colonel Waring’s
eys, Stoues, Altgelds, Bryans, and the
debtors.
rest of the blatherskites, antediluvians,
impracticables and implicables,and adopts
the W. C. T. U.
Pres. Stevens of
a modern
policy and discovers or creates
modern men for leaders. That is too large
There is
Portland, Ml., Nov. 15.
a task to be
accomplished in the next few
great rejoicing here in :e»nperance and
No other political prophecy is so
W. C. T. U. circles over the election of years.
safe
as that which asserts that the
RepubMrs. L. M. N. Stevens to succeed Miss
lican victory in 1900 will be of larger di! Willard. She has been in the W. C. T. mensions
than
w hich it has won in the
any
of
visit
Miss
H
illard to
| r. work since the since
1870 has been the past quarter o a century. For a long
! Maine in 1S74, and
time in the future, as the present indicaState president.
j
tions
the destinies of the country
She is a member of the board of trus- will reveal,
!
be i.i the keepiug of the Republican
1
tees of the Maine industrial school, and
party. [St. Louis Globe-Democrat.
is the Maine member of the national conference of charities and corrections.
Men of Weakened Power, Exhausted Vigor.
She filled in succession the offices of
assistant recording secretary, recording I
Weak men suffering from nervous debility,
secretary and vice president at large of i weakened power and exhausted vigor, can
the national W. C. T. U., and succeeded new take new hope. Dr. Greene, 34 Temple
Miss Willard at her death. She is a mem- Place, Boston, Mass., who is without doubt
the most successful specialist in curing this
ber of the international W. C. T. 1\, and (■lass
of diseases, offers to give free conis a strong advocate of woman suffrage.
sultation by mail to all weakened,
She was oue of the Maine managers at and nerve-exhausted men. You vigorless
have the
the Columbian exhibition, and was three privilege of consulting Dr. Greene by letter
times elected treasurer of the Woman’s describing your complaint and be will, after
carefully considering your condition, send
Council.
you a free letter fully explaining all your
symptoms, telling you everything about
your complaint so plainly that you will understand exactly what ails you. Write to
him at once and
to
get back your strength
and vigor.

Easy
The
Easy

Rheumatism.

he bears the cut of the lash
blunder lie could not see,
The jerk on the bit, which stings and tears
At the strong flesh cruelly!
The heavy loads, and the under feed,
And the pinching of needed drink.
For a blind horse is so cheap, they say,
“No odds if he wear and shrink!”
For

—

The

churches.
The clergy includes 50 Baptist ministers; 30 Wesleyan; 20 Presbyterian; 1“

or

Yet the truth is that the blood

j

-2,999 Methodists;9,292 Roman Catholics,
and 27,500 members of other Christian

naturally expect to
I,
language spoken in this the Maroons who murdered the French
itj""ny; and they consider and defied the English, in 1651, claimJDl* "'"Hid feel
I'
greatly insulted ing the famous old Cadjoe as one of
,l,la!t:d that it is not of the best. his progenitors and ignoring every
i
"a

!

fully one-third of the population are Lap- |
tists, and every other religious denoinira- !
tion is represented.
Looking over the '■

clean white suit, because he looked
the most intelligent; and in reply to my
question what he would charge to convey

abundant grease
in the midst of a

h 1

the

to

!

synagogues in Kingston, one fm Spanish
and Portuguese Jews, which also includes
the negroes; the other for English and
German Jews.
This ought to be the most pious island

minute you set foot on shore. Among the
crowd of darkies clamoring to carry your
things I singled out a coal-black fellow

pei

A.nded

“baby-talk” plan,

I

nourishing

of their thick lips in an oily stream.
You will get a fair sample of it the

and incidentally
."•■t

the

I

that the Protector
with the refugees

front inquisitorial persecution in
Spain
and Portugal. There are two

out

the

uear

on

wholly intelligible

a

wherein it is

i.

—

is due to the tact that the Island was set- 1
tied while Cromwell ruled in England—

everybody knows
sympathized strongly

the care and skill with which it is
manufactured by scientific processes
known to the California Fig Syrup
Co. only, and we wish to impress upon
ali the importance of purchasing the
true and original remedy.
As the
genuine Syrup >. Figs is manufactured
by the California Fig Syrup Co.
only, a kno vledge of that fact will
assist one n avoiding the worthless
imitations manufactured by other parties. The high standing of the California Fig Svrit Co. with the medical profession, and the satisfaction
which the genuine Syrup of Figs has
given 1o millions of families, makes
the name of the Company a guaranty
of the excellence of its remedy. It is
far in advance of all other laxatives,
as it acts on the
kidneys, liver and
bowels without irritating or weakening them, and it docs not gripe nor
nauseate
In order to get its beneficial
effects, v-lease remember the name of
the ( on- pa ny
to

spendthrift Creoles who are bent on ruining themselves. The exceptional social
importance of the Israelites in Jamaica

witches” and

far to get a
a: may be liad every
preferring when in
me

is due not
only to the originality and
simplicity of the combination, but also

accommodating spirit which distinguishes the sect elsewhere, they are always ready to lend a helping hand, under
the sign of the three golden
balls, to any

“cawnts,” et cetera, but
neially patronized never was the King’s English so atrociousfarther
Another,
ly murdered as by the Jamaica Negroes.
al claim to being
All their sentences appear to be construct-

-■

THE EXCELLENCE OF SYRUP OF FIGS

same

<

was

{ inducts

Jewish colony 3,000 strong.
They control the mercantile business; and with the

and

The Horrors of

Toiling,

a

»<

considerable

a

uses,

an

the burden of disease that he is
lugging
back and forth front day to day. He would
as soon be down with a mortal disease.
It
will come to that sooner or later.
A man's life can be
dragged out by
dyspepsia and liver complaint. Tile experience of Mr. J. T. Cardwell, of Fall
Creek Depot, Pittsylvania Co., Ya., shows
how Dr. Pierce's (.olden Medical Discovery saves people from consumption by
waking up their nutritive organism and
giving it power to supply pure, healthv
blood, which drives out blood poisons and
dead tissues and builds up sound, wholesome flesh and muscle.
h-e! it m\ Dit\
w
itt- Mr Cardwell in a
letter t. Dr. Tier.-.
to write von of the lasting
htnefUs derived from the use of Dr Tierce’s
'lden Medical Discovery and little 'Pellets.'
Seven years ago 1 eon traded a severe cold,
which battled the "Uill o! one of the best
phv.vi.m- :n my State. It ran on and I contiuii
y grew worse until I concluded to writ* to
the
World s Dispensary Medical Association.'
Tin answci to my
use
.inquiry advised me
<
>1 K 11 Medical
Discovery' and Pellets’ fur
indigestion and live! complaint
at this time
tw<> months had
passed. In two or three (lavs
attev : had commenced the ust oi
y«.ui nwdicine my cough had entirely
stopped’m\ diges|S better. m\ low
1,0,1
spirits driven awa\ and
I felt new lift ami vigoi in
my whole ho'ly
rhis marvelous "Discovery" makes
nerve force ami rugged
It is far
power.
better than oily emulsions ; it does not
make flabby fat. it does not increase the
weight of corp bent people.

the

the British West

t

military prisons

There is a very large Jewish
element in the island, in proportion to its
size and population. Kingston alone has

offender is sometimes sentenced to carry cannon balls from
one place to another and
pile them up all
day long. That is all. Perhaps it does not
seem very terrible but it soon wears his
life out.
It is practically a death
sentence,
and he knows it; he would rather be shot.
Many a sick man feels the same way about

this

to

’Tis hard to be bliud, for any one,
But man he can speak and plead,
And learn by language the thing desired
With a careful, leisurely heed.
But ah ! for the sightless, "speechless horse,
Which must never be loth to know
The hidden breaths of his owner’s wants—
Too oft he is told by a blow!

are

velopment.

mined to attract

it
;,'H

labor,
Commanded by human force;
For human hearts are so flinty hard,
And weak hands strong with a whip.
Alas! and many a wicked yell
Is hurled from a human lip.

cream.

-avies than any other
population in the

i,

Dan.

’Tis heard to be blind, for aqy one,
But hardest, I say, for a horse,
Which must move, and strive, and

Jersey

1898.

dug in Jamaica, it is

,,

Blind

veins.

of Salt.

quality of

Anthracite and

Blacksmith

^

reward of FIVE DOLLARS will be paid for
evidence which shall result in the arrest and conviction of any person found breaking the electric
lamp globes in this city.
HEi.FAST LIGHT & POWER CO.
Belfast, Nov. 7, 185)8.—3w4o

FOR REST.
Brick house, known
Congress street.

as

the Thurlow house, on
WM. (’. MARSHALL.

Belfast* June 1. 1898.—22tf

A

.
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ET-ORDERS PROMPTLY FILLED.

33, 35, 37 Front St., Belfast, Me
TELEPHONED.

Five Dollars Reward

~
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Who Have Used Them
Recommend as the BEST

DK.

KIXi'H

Star Crown Brand

PENNYROYAL PILLS.,

Immediate relief, no danger, no pain, f
Used for year* by leading specialists. Hundreds of testimonials. Atrial will convince you oftheir intrinsic value
in case of suppression. Send ten cents for sample and
book. All Druggists or by mail $1.50 box.

KING MEDICINE CO.. Cox 1930, BOSTON, MASS.

1
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1 BusioeiTsianager
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A

K(‘. tv's ii1ot• *r did not go,

but

began

j

out

Keel}'

May gou.! digestion
to-day.
has

wait

last.

at

wou

She

it.

1

to

pieces j

Cat Island.
ail

that

saw

Hrvrwl’c
I HHHJ b

Admiral Dewey has another claim to
He lias refused an
public admiration.

a

the pot

of

case

calling

o’clock.

attachment in favor of local creditors
has been served on the Boston Tea Company
and the store is closed.
An

the kettle

black, but of downright slander.
have

We

cause

be thankful

to

for

a

A.‘Howes, who drew the violin
outfit at the band fair, will sell her prize and
give the proceeds to the Girls’ Home.
Mrs. A.

country uuited as never before, for the
termination of the recent war with so
few eausalties and for the general prosperity of the country. [John D. Long,

Belfast & Mooselead Lake Railroad
Co. will declare a dividend Dec. 1st of 3 per
cent, on the preferred stock ami 1.40 outlie
m n-preferred, amounting to $8,081 for the
preferred and $5,477.70 for the non-preferred
—a total of $13,508 70.
The

re:a:y of the Navy.

S

question

e

is not

now

Philippines

should cetuin the

whether
01

turn

we

them

Spain, but whether

we should susAdministration, which has comitself to tlieir retention.
To aban-

over
Ti

tain

Woodcock will have an exhibition
salt f paintings in Rockland during the
The Rockland
Star
Christmas holidays.
“Mr. Woodcock lias had great success
says
H. I,.

c

imw

and

don them would be to k\.ve .Spain to contend with the insurgents and thus prolong

devasting

.1

receiving line posifavorable comment iu the
large exhibitions."
An alarm .*f in- yesterday noon called the
the

past-

impoveiishiug Spain,

the material resources and welfare of the
sl.uiiis
There is as good reason foi this

\

ear, lus work

and

tions

that must, while further
be destructive to

w;ti

druggists.

are

There will be social whist in Memorial
hall Friday evening, December 2nd, at 8

When city papers arraign the country
people as ringsters and corruptionists it is
not

All

the best after-dinner
pins> aid digestion. 25c.

OS111b
lie

The News of Belfast.

magazine article.

a

was

Is the One True Blood Purifier.

the order from the Secretary of the Navy.
Madrid will please take notice.

offer of $5,000 for

finished the first bottle

Before I had

I

I

began taking

HOOd’S Spar?Ma

is

ships”

war

try this medicine.

to

me

three bottles and

growing stronger and
my cough was looser. After taking two
bottles my cough was gone. 1 continued
taking Hood’s and 1 am now in better
health than I have been for years.” Mary
A. Smith, LaGrange, Maine.

The Maria Teresa has not gone to the

on

a

band advised

has

season is over, and statisthe killed and wounded are now in

•‘Kush the work

and kept growing worse
My husband was paying
great deal of money for medicine,

time.

people gaining strength by
taking Hood's Sarsaparilla and my hus-

order.

on

cough

to

purchased

dogs exactly, but she has gone

I

this I read of

The foot ball
t

lungs.

ray

I continued to grow weaker every
day, and in the winter of 1895 I gave up
all hopes of ever getting better. After

dow ned Yale at foot ball.

tics

on

but

appetite

on

cold settled

severe

all the

has gone.

Harvard

the

on

—

}

EKV THURSDAY MORM.SU BY THE

Republican

Settled

very

residence of Mayor J. M
Fletcher, where the dressing in the stable
ivii.ir hail tak'-n lire fr-en ^puntaneomt romlmstii'i:. The lmse company wet down the

department

government preventing such an unfortunate '-ondition of affairs as there was fm

j

Cuba.

to the

Then again, if the i
dressing Thoroughly, and there was no daman : stripes are haulc-d down at Ma- \
age to the building or contents.
r{:any may attempt to raise her f A very enjoyable peanut sociable was
I-iu incie and the Philippines would beho lociai committee of the North
g. veil ! \

intervention in

■

m

it.

be

r

oui

>

\

tion

--

i lie
'hi'1

ati

Tuesday,

eveiy

i

Sv.'ahiy

ruing

e

at the People’s MisThursday, Saturday

at

7

o’clock.

All

and best farms in town.

Bkooks. Among the smart boys of the
is Galen Rivers, son of C. H. Forbes of
this town. He is but six years old and
State

drives
some

a pair of horses for his father to plow,
days working all day long, and han.

them as well as a man would doGrace E. Dow is at home from Castine and
will start Saturday for Sebec, where she is
to teach the winter term in the grammar
school-Misses Rose, Huxford and Bessey
are at home from Pittsfield, where they attended the fall term of the M. C. I... .E. T.
Bessey, collector of taxes, has moved into
the house of his father, C. F. Bessey, who
has made up his mind not to be tied at home
this winter so closely as formerly-Dr. A
W. Rich is at home from a six weeks’ business trip in Penobscot aud Aroostook coun-

dling

ties.

He

given

is

firm that he
is

at

work

all

the

by

business

attend to.

can

A.

are

weUmie.

nobscot county with a pair of horses, a carriage aud light harness, which he bought in
the line of his business-Thomas West,
Hiram Michaels aud bianley Roberts went
gunning for rabbits last Sunday and while
iu the thick, black growth Roberts was ac•
ideutly shot by one of the other men.
Roberts was swinging iu bis hand a rabbit
that lie had shot.
The surgeons extracted several shot and Tuesday morning lie
was able to be moved to the village.
He
will probably soon be out again.
B. Stautial, who has beeu quite
Mrs. A
sick, is now much better. Mrs. Martha Luce
is

the p

.it

was

to his bed

Arrangement Jor the program of the international convention >f the Epworth league,
Indianafolis

next

July,

irson

ige Tues-

P),o!.hj

-Tub. go
is c>;

the conv.-ntion.

at

were

to

25

pected

S--i\;os

inclusive

to
at

he

fur

President

arc.

1

MeK:nl-.»

which he

member, furnished

im

f»k 1

ersalist church

M-vere

a

ac

ideut.

He

arose

en-

burial outfit and incurred the burial

ex-

a

His

property was all gone and lie
died penniless... .James M. Clary, the oldpenses.

sick and is

next

I'm-:

.\vs

Parlor
wi!. be

•vers

Musical

glad

Society.

to know that this

whose recitals

now

con

tilled to

the house_A

a

n.

lug."

ohgregatios a! society at West
ii ir- ,s hu;!« ing ax entry in eonnect-on w 11; .ts I'hurch
Tin-coruer-st.oue was
laid las’ week hy Re\ .J. S. Richards, pastor
f lie
in
Rev. Eheiiezer Bean of Bluehi! i del \>ri i rhe oration. The new vestry
■will he _‘-'X ••> feet in size. On the ground
d »or w
he the vestry and xestry parlor, so
arranged that they can he thrown into one
room.
On the serene tioor there will he a
kit/u.e-n and dining room—necessary admodern church vestry. The
jutiets of
building will be completed by Jan. 1st.
■

as

a

number

of the members of the

society and such time as they could spare
But the
was devoted to that organization.
musical enthusiasts of the society are resolved

now on

making

a new

every ass.irauce of success.
call has been issued

start, and with
The

following

In accordance with the by-laws of the
Parlor Musical Society of Belfast all members are requested t<< meet at the Uuiversalist vestry on Saturday evening, Nov. 20th.
at 8 o’clock, for the choice of officers and
such other business as may come before
them. All who are interested in music are
invited to attend aud join the Society
C. O. P*>ou, President.

at the North
Preaching service
m. with sermon hy the pastor
at P* 45 a
Rev Ur. S. Mills. The day will be observed
Soldiers’ Memorial Day,” with approas
priate-; sermon and music. An offering will
be taken for the national soldiers’ monuThe Sunday school at 12 m ;
ment fund.
Consecration meeting of the V. P. S. U. E. at

Sunday’s

will be

in

took

n

.Next

services

follows:

New Advertisements.
is still

on

at H. A.

The jacket sale

Starrett’s,

Main street

offered in ileece lined
wrappers and in many other lines, for which
prices are quoted in our advertising col15 o m.; Topic, “How to pray,” Luke 11: umns.
.Carle & Jones, Main street, call atThe
1-1.pastor will lecture in the vestry tention this week to their doll
department,
at 7k.5.
and propose to give more for a dollar than a
t-iM wing are tne services at the Baptist
j dollar buys elsewhere. Look at their doll win•hiuvh the coining week;
Friday, at 7 30 I dow-If in search of a beautiful
gift, which
?». tn.. teachers’ meeting; Saturday, at 2 30 j at the same time
may be durable aud useful,
in.. Junior Endeavor; subject, “How can
call and examine the new goods at H. J.
we make our lives tell for temperance?”
Locke & Son’s. You will not fail to notice
Isa o 11 14, 20-24. Sunday morning worship the fine
display in their window, which apat 10 4"—sermon morning and evening by
peals to every passerby-Raw skins—esRev. Arthur H. Gordon of Epswich, Mass,
ift- is the son of the late esteemed I)r. A. J.
pecially fox, mink aud skunk—bought at
Gordon of Boston. Sunday school at 12 m ;
Bailey’s, Main street-Joseph F. Wight
and

Christian Endeavor at 0.15 p. m.; subject,
Praise the Lord, Ps. 147 1-20; evening worship at 7 15.
Services at the Method.st

Elder will

has
dirt

preside.

Ordination. Agreeable to a request from
the First Monroe Free Baptist church to the
Prospect and Unity quarterly meeting a
council was appointed by the State F. B.
Minister’s Conference, consisting of Rev. S.
C Whitcomb, Rev. D. Brackett and Joseph
Higgins for the examination and setting
apart for the Gospel ministry of John S.
Blair of that town. And after a careful and
satisfactory examination it was decided to
have him set apart to the work of the ministry on Tuesday evening, Nov. 15th, at Monroe Centre.
A good audience attested an
interest in the cause. A good choir furnished excellent music for the occasion and the
following program was carried out: 1, singing; 2, invocation by S. C. Whitcomb; 3,
reading of minutes by Joseph Higgins; 4
reading Scripture by Rev. David Brackett;
5. singing: (>, sermon by Rev. S. C. Whitcomb; 7, ordaiuihg prayer by Rev. D.
Brackett; 8, charge, Rev. S. C. Whitcomb;
9. right hand of fellowship, S. C. Whitcomb;
10, address to the church, Rev. David Br&ckett; 11, singing; 12, Behediction by the
didate, Rev. John S. Blair.

can-

bargains

a

are

also

Leave orders at Swift &

Paul’s, Masonic Temple-W. A. Clark,
manufacturer, Phenix Row, is offering ex•el'ent values in

|
1

NORTHPORT NEWS.
Duii’t
noon

We haven’t

to

room

Here

quote many prices.

lc. to 5c.

Solid China Dolls,
China Limb Doll, 11 in
i,
“17 in.,
Dressed Jointed Dolls.
Beautiful Dressed Dolls for
.Ind our DOLLAR DOLLS can't be beat.

Die,
25c.

...

TO SEE IS TO BUY.

lOc,
25c.

...

...

I r)(yK

1

in 2'
usual!

AT OUR DOLL WINDOW.
f-l;ccg

—

ON THE NAME OF THE BIG DOLL

CARLE & JONES,

^■BELFAST,

«>UR -tore is crowded with
OUR window is a marvel of beautiful
—

J-.|.

nw

«

suitable

most

gifts

to

''

(iOOD

QUALITY.

winter

specialties.

See

Best ienniac Prints, v-v:
0.\E KAIll 40 In. COTTON

^_
IMth

1-.

Splendid quality,

A large line of WA TCHES, CLOCKS. WE WELR V,
STERLIXC MOCXTEO. CCT CI.ASS,

rubber

Masonic Temple, Belfast.

worth 7c. per

For this wvS.

yd.

Silk Down Sofa P

keeping of pigs, or structure for the |
conduct of any unlawful business shall be
erected upon the premises so conveyed or
any part thereof."

Messrs. Emery Brown ami Lewis Knight
Rock port spent Sunday in town among
their friends.

,

l
l

pupils
There

Id.

no

Staples

Miss

the term.

1-1

was

was

average

;

once

the

and affection of her pupils and it was
they were so punctual in their
attendance, while their progress w^as of the
kind that

came

of duties limit

r

from
the

instruction of

a

wise and

parents of the dispractical teacher.
trict hope to have the benefit of Miss
Staples’ teaching another year.
The

Arc You m
Easily Tired?
Just remember that all your
strength must come from your
food.
Did you ever think of
that ?
Perhaps your muscles need
more strength, or your nerves;
or
perhaps your stomach is
weak and cannot digest what
you eat.
If you need
then take

more

Fare between Belfast and Boston reduced from.
25.
Fare between Searsport and Boston reduced
from $3.10 to $2.30 and a proportionate reduction made in the price of through tickets between Boston and all landings on the Penobscot
River.
The price of rot ms, accommodating two persons each, will be reduced from $2.00 and $1 50
to $1.60 and $1.00 each.
Steamers will
eave Belfast for Boston, via
Camden aud Rockland, at (about) 2.30 P. M.,
Mondays aud Thursdays.
For Bangor, via way landings, Wednesdays and
Saturdays at (about' 8 00 A M.,or upon arrival
of steamer from Boston.

!

From Boston, Tuesdays and Fridays
P. M.
From Bangor, Mondays and Thursdays
A. M.

83 rtain St., Belfast.

strength

...

at
at

Telephone

8-2.

Residence

/

/

Beautiful

Designs

vj

AN„

'\

the original records of the
of J. C. Cates, for the convenience of all
claims
having
pending, and of those
pensioners
who may wish to present claims for additional or
increase of pensions, I will he at C. F. Cobbett’s
shoe shop, 127 Main Btreet, opposite the postoffiee,
the second Tuesday of each month.
Widows’
claims will receive prompt attention.
L. C. MOUSE.
45tf

These

GEO. R. POOR, Jeweler,

Belfast,

CAPITAL STOCK, $150,000

$33,000

the
deposit

boxesfor
#8

rent at
a

POOR & SON’S.

T_

_r_

—ff.f

....

„......

or

j

-M

t.....

in tact amthine

FURNISHINGS.

CLOTHING OR MEN'S

You should, in justice to your pocket-book, examine tin* B M
we are offering.
We have not the space to quote prices,
state that you will tind our prices lower, for the same elasthan any linn in Waldo county.
We want to reduce oui
half before .January, and shall make prices that will
ME AX WHAT WE SAY.

E. P. FROST,

$3, $5 $6.50 and

main s

74

=

and

new

vault is

burglary in

the country.

renting boxes can have the exclusive
privilege of taking their boxes to and from the
Those

vaults.

NOTICE.

year.'

unequaled in Eastern Maine
and UNEXCELLED n security against tire

AT

BOYS

if

DEPOSITS SOLICITED
Safe

With a plate mirror in the side? One hundred and fifty different patterns just received

^

I

goods are| for sale by

Having purchased

seen

or

rrni

estate

Have you

MEN'S

*

Iff

09BBB mm m——

Attention, Pensioners.

lOHNSIETfc.

BEFORE BUYING

and the largest assortment of j
j Spoons, Forks, etc, can t>e se- :i
looted in this reliable brand. /
Equal in design and finish to /tf
sterling silver, at one-fourt h to
one-eighth the cost. Reinem- K
her
$4 7” the “Silver Piute j/0
That WV.fra," the standard
of quality for 50 years. I
Made only by
Meriden Britannia Co. \\
Meriden, Conn.
yv
Sold by leading dealer*
\\
v
everywhere.

Our

Telephone

FREO A

BErkSH'*6

/

BAILEY, Ma,B£!5&.

21*4

store.

our

VESTA

SKUNK.

Hospital 17 Congress street.

line of TABLE LINENS, NAPKIN
CLOTHS, DOILIES, &c, for the Hoik

SJp”All bundles delivered within rittj limits I'll l I. Ol

5.00

Graduate and Medalist

Office

full

11.00

^►Veterinary $ Surgeon.**

Residence and

)fl

Jg5

Read about the BEAUTIFUL OIL PAINTS

ESPECIALLY

think

Veterinary College.

lav.

Pattern l)re>

to be GIVEN AWAY at

FOX,

Pharmacy at Belfast Livery Co.

they

WE GUARANTEE THE QUALITY, A\ E GUARANI

SURPLUS,

Ontario

while

ITS THE QUALITY THAT ATTRACTS AMI THE PRICE Til

Raw Skins

WEST,

>,

Crepons and Fancy Mixture'-, which wc will ef.
_mlAT a bargain

A

CHAS. E. JOHNSON. Agent, Belfast.
CALVIN AUSTIN, Oen’l. Supt.. Boston.
WILLIAM H. HILL, Oen’l Manager, Boston.

of Cod-Liver Oil with Hypophosphitea. The oil ia the moat
easily changed of all foods into
strength ; a ad the hypopho3phites are the best

Office and

In

ft

...BOUGHT...

DR. W. L.

afewve

Bros

5oc. and $t.oo; all druggists.
SCOTT & BOWNE, Chemists, New York.

d

cent*-

Ladies’ Skirts

worth from $250 to 525

("1847%
J
Rogers

tonics for the nerves.
SCOTT'S EMULSION is the easiest
and quickest cure for
weak throats, for
coughs of every kind,
and for all cases of debility, weak nerves,
and loss of flesh.

7 and 8

KESUKNLNG

SCOTT'S
EMULSION

;

IMITATED BUT
NOT EQUALED

HARRY W.CLARK,

performance $3.00 to $2

faithful

a

6,

k

«

BLANK' ET8

MY CLOTHIER,

wonder

For this

The sale of Blankets at our store this fall has k
WONDERFUL. It is useless to quote prices, we
line to select from and don’t intend to he unde

A particularly stycotton.
suit for this fall and

esteem
no

yard.

far ahead of

• • • •

attend-

won

worth 8, 9 and 10 cents, per

$10.00 to \$ 13.00, and it
will amply repay you for the
trouble, to at least look at
these goods before you buy
your fall suit.

dismissal during
at

69c.

2 CASES BEST III THUS.

winter is a double breasted
sack coat, with a new style
These
double breasted rest.
suits range in price from

Charlotte Staples of Belfast closed a
very successful term of eleven weeks school
in the Doyle district Nov. 18th. The whole
ance

59c.

;

ihes. S:
Pillow-

| JUDGMENT POINTS THIS WAY.

Ik h

Miss

number of

Don’t fail

(

and tots of little things that
indicate an u/> to date garmen): as silk is ahead of

$2.2~>.

Boston

i

4‘>c.

regular price

24 in.,

at

This make is

Great Reduction in Fares.
to

39c.

in.,

22 in.,

c

any clothing you erersawhefore, in the artistic make up.

i

Belfast

20

18 in.,

S3 MA IX STREET.

for the

WINTER RATES.

only

At about l=.t the

HARRY W. CLARKS

forget the shooting match this foreCove.

Free.

We have made arrangements with our
well known artist, Mr. P. A. Sanborn, to
give free of charge a beautiful oil painting,
made to your own order: a portrait of yourself or anyone pf your family, pretty marine
view, elegant tiower piece, landscape, etc.,
as you may desire.
commenced
We
Monday, Nov. 21,
1898, giving checks on every cash purchase
one holding the
1898.
The
until Dec. 31,
number of checks showing the largest
amount of purchases will be given, free of
charge, a choice of the above painting to order.
Kemember this is not a cheap painting
done in 10 or 15 minutes, but will be a carefully studied work done to your exclusive
Frkd A. Johnson,
order.
(Successor to A. P. Mansfield,)

ried
!

at tlie

25 cent sterling silver thimbles for 10 cents.
They have a very large assortment of sterling silver novelties—big values, little prices.

Beautiful Oil Painting

conEvery deed of land from the company
‘That, the
the following provision.
said grantee, for himself, his heirs, executors, administrators and assigns covedrinknants that no brewery, distillery,
ing saloon, slaughter house, bone-boiling
establishment,soap or caudle manufactory,
poudrette, neats foot oil, starch or ivory
works,
white lead
black establishment,
gunpowder or chemical laboratories, sheds

tains

of

coats, ulsters aud overboots, shoes aud overshoes, go to W. T. Colburn’s, McClintock
Block, High street. Sole agents for Stout’s
Felt boots, legsnag proof rubber boots.
gings and all kinds of winter footwearChase & Doak, jewelers, are selling regular
on

3.!

HERE S WHERE YOU BENEFIT.

I'K A1l> r<> CAM IN A XI' K\-\.M NI ofli STOCK AM- C. ft
\i > niOl’ISLK TO Slit \V COOPS.

Helen Knight w.li close her term of
school at Beach Hill this week.

fur

prices quoted

coats.For

<39,,

be found.

goods.

PRICES.

piece,

__

A BEAUTIFUL CIFT.
finest and

lor this week, per

A MINT OF ECONOMY.

ME.

MAKE YOUR FRIEND
the

yard,

per

'

Miss

repository on Wight street, free from
and dust, for the storage of carriages.

Prices reasonable.

Episcopal church

Sunday, Nov. 27, will he as follows: Sermon
by the pastor at 10 45 a. in.; Sunday school
at 12 m.; meeting of Junior League at 3.30 p.
m
-tii :
ting of Epworth League at 0 15;
leader, Miss Annie E. Going; topic, “Total
Abstinence and Prohibition,” Rom. 14 21;
service at
7.15 at the close of
song
which the pastor will deliver an address to
the young men.
Prayer meeting Tuesday
evening at 7.15. Wednesday evening at 7.15
the quarterly conference, at which the Pre-

siding

they have finished fur Rhode
parties weighs, all ironed, but f!8
pounds....The Good Templar entertainwhich

Island

Music

organi-

few years ago were
feature of the winter Season, is

zatii n,

sr

whine

One

his

■

The
Pro. ,k

selections.

our

few:

our

est resident of the

symptoms are more favorable
and hopes are entertained of his recovery
-,tl

topit “Thanks- | a delightful
It did not die, but has lain
A cordial invi- I to be revived
tat. a ,s “vtended, t » all.
rhose having no | dormant for a time, with a balance in the
cl,i ;■ di else where are cord.ally invited to treasury sufficient to give it a new start.
When the Belfast Band was organized it
h ns in these meetings.
oni te v\
pi* s mon.ng at o ).'
gim: g a: d Thauksi

a

S,

the

was

lmm-'1 lately

was

i-mi

Regular serve e.
at 10 45 a. m. preacning by Rev. Ashley A.
Smik Sunday sch >1 at 12 m
Voting JV.
as

making

some

ments are still the principal feature of the
attended to and a
j h sii-ian called. He received a severe season. They have, something interesting
the head and was unconscious every Saturday night.
w end "ti
j
-i
u
While his condition is
24 hours.

Hi

present.

the i'

wi'. 1 he

'Sunday

The dates

by

Thursday night and started to go down
stairs, hr,i tripped and f• T to the bottom.

•omp leted by The committee N’<«v Pith, and
it vas st ted that tin- -e would he from •‘•o imh)
t<>

price

are

our e>

BARGAIN MEN'
obliged
We shall MAKE THE PRICES SO LOW for th
it will be impossible for anv purchase to be
PROFITABLE. OUR OBJEC f IS YOUR SAI!
We are anxious and suppose vou are to get a!*
our money, QUALITY' CONSIDERED, and
always looking for business. Below we qu
FEW ot the MANY BARGAINS which v
bur customers THIS WEEK.

change

to

we are

Please remember in making comparisons that our prices are for well proporNot a starved body or undertioned bodies and beads in keeping with them.
sized head will be found in our line. Quality has been the first and a lower
than competitors could secure for that quality; the second consideration
in

Juju

Our sale the past week'has been far beyond

DOLLAR THAN A DOLLAR BUYS ELSEWHERE.

a

Zelma S. Richards has sold out his black-

field in

A

years, died reami Marsh River Lodge of Masons, of

cently
tire

invalid

W! Cyf SI Price Not T

IT WILL COST YOU SOMETHING THIS YEAR 10 BUY DOLLS WITHOUT
WE PROPOSE TO HOLD FIRST
STUDYING OUR LINE.
PLACE IN SALES AS WE WON IT—BY GIVING HORE FOR

staying with her-Benjamin Rowe, who
an

IN LINE,

FIRST IN GOOD VALUES.

as

...

t<» he

FIRST

his

First Parish Church, Unitarian,

the

j

general agent for the New
Eugland States. E. A. Carpenter is on the
road all the time now'. All three of these
men are general agents for fertilizer companies-C. E. Lane is at home from Pe-

had beeu

Facts Without Fril|$i

FIRST IN SALES,

B. Stautial

smithing business to Henry W. Davis of benefit for the Brooks Cornet Band will be
u-x*
Sunday, the pastor, Rev. James M. ! Searsport, who has leased the shop from its given here next Monday evening and a
] .eighT-’U, x\ i preach at lo.45 \ m. ; Sunday owner, Jones S. Davis, and will continue the specially pleasant time is expected-Fred
sell K.i at 12 m.
business. Mr. Richards has employment in W. Brown, Esq., has improved his house by
Mr.
a coat of paint-Abisha Evans,
X .r11:
who lost
member of the
F
Church Massachusetts, and will move there.
his horse last winter, has another one and
Davis carried on the business in the same
he present at re•horns is requested t
hear^ai
tomorrow, Friday, evening at 7 shop for a while about two years ago, but is taking lots of real comfort hauling cordwood.
I. S. Staples & Son are getting out,
iVi-k, siiarp. The music for next Sunday lately has been at work at Alt. Waldo.
some nice light fancy sleighs for the trotters.
will i*e patriotic.
Y Postmaster Henry L. Kilgore is confined
At

*********

LOOK!

Churcnes.

will be held

ngs

i.

he

H. J. LOCKE & SON.

j

have forced upon us the retenif the Philippines, for the present at !
*<•

see:us

S. C E
ng. There
P.

event

and whether it may or may not !
advantage, tin* logic of events

>x,

largest

JOHNSON’S!

N. L.

Pittsfield, where

VLATEli WARE.
town, is quite well and
hi: in di.< i:\iiikr.
ii.i
this fall, driving about considerably
hi h hint nisn. w
hearty
games
variety
day
on pleasant days-Mrs. Edward L. Jones
used.
The
in which pea:, ns were
peanut
..
of Fort Fairfield is visiting the families ut
hunt, peanut j ick-staws, The sliced peanut
Win. O. .Jones, Calvin Reynolds, M. .J. Dow
puzzles and the am-r.on sale made much
aud other relati' es iu tin* vicinity... .PL O.
fun.
Stautial, house carpenter, is having a long
The Maine Central’s winter t:mc table for
job on the buildings of \V. A Fenlasou....
A lot of land for a summer
IsLKSBoKo.
j
the Eastern division will go into effect on
Capt. J. W. Bennett has enlarged and cottage at Dark Harbor was sold last week
The time on the Belfast
November 27th
thoroughly overhauled his buildings here for
A feature. <»f the business of the j
branch is changed slightly, and will be as and is now
improving them with a good Isles boro Land & Improvement Co., in its
Trains depart at 7 15 a. m., and coat of
follows:
paint. Geo. Miller has also much transactions in real estate, will be appreei- :
1 lo and 3.80 j). m.; arrive at 10 10 a. m.,
At the REACH .1 MEYER
improved his buildings by a liberal use of ated by all wbo wish to invest their money ;
12 45 and 0 25 p m.
paint.... Mrs. L C. Jones has been quite or spend their summers at a model resort.
realty to wear clothing car-

bone of contention among the EnThus, whether we wish
pew era.

a

Simmons is at home from
has been attending the
M. C. I.B. A. Clary is at home from
East Livermore, where he has been teaching. He will attend the Normal school in
Castine the coming winter_H. W. Woods
closed the fall term in Whitcomb district
last Friday. He will begin the winter term
wife
in two weeks-Will Warden and
have returned from a two weeks’ visit in
Bangor... .School in the Station district begau last Monday, Mr. Jackson of Morrill
teacher.The Holmes school has been
suspended and scholars from that school
are transported to the Station school-The
Leveuseller Bros, have bought the Israel
Jones farm, which gives them one of the
Waldo.

Lungs and
Caused a Serious Cough
Hope
but
of
Recovery Abandoned
Hood’s Sarsaparilla Cured,

Cold

.....
Vl HUSHED

County Correspondence.

Growing Stronger

1 have a repository on Wight street free from
will stole one-seated cardust and dirt, where
riages for $1.00. and two-seated carriages for
$1 50; twenty-five cents extra for collecting the
same.
Leave orders at Swift & Paul’s.

JOSKPH F. WIGHT,
Belfast,

Nov. 21,1898.-47 tf

RENT

TO

A very desirable

Waldo

avenue

rent

and

Jlaii

ply at house.
44ft

Mrs

v

1'
F. W. I’M

"

virWS OF BELFAST.

it

The regular

INTAGLIO.

F.R

dreams alone
ugh all day ;
ut him moan
x
'kers play.

Bargains That Beckon
This

; soon anoint
k and your wing.
sec-nd joint .”

iug

CURED BY CUTICURA
I

spirit's guest.

wishbone drip.

spook
flight;

«n is one
000 k

■ng and white.
-atli hi9

wing
drifts away
uo bell to ring

'.anksgiving day.
k.

Judge.

:n

r

traverse

Court have been sent out

Staples had a
market Monday.

Washington Hose Co. Xo 1 has fitted up
its rooms very nicely. The tioor is covered

\

the

dances by the
be given in Memorial

I

of

series
a

painted canvas, the walls neatlv
painted, and everything put in prime ordtr.

A

1 Fox & Ward’s

night

^giving

Belfast

cancelled. The troupe
"iisecutive week in Bau-

|

rrn

ovation of their

i letters

ending

Gay. C. F. HastM- rse, Mr
Frank T
F Webb.
Mr.

C

on the Gilpig last week that
w eeks
1 and dressed
ILaukin killed a hog Mou-

who lives

ns.

'.led

.*

Circle, King’s Daughters,

his

n

two!

saw

j!

rtbport Monday. One,

V
•-

he

That

-••ports

horns,

ling

Brown's

near

in the

Davidson and

Wm. H

rague arrived
The Davidson

ist

=

;

Friday

had

some

i

Sprague had some
iip G. Coombs caught a

;

and the
Ph

measured

it

larger

ire

12

the

to

1 d inches

1

j

than usual this

It is

great
and women

am-

eat

her

High

to

a

large

barn

on

his

*-t <m

N

Items.

arrival

Nov. 3

Capt.

here.

The
J. C.

n.

The

Tin-mas.

The

w

n

!•;

who

north

Me

it.

«:

each

W.

Maria
male

-tT

t:

ana

K

*-:•

:i

g’-

w
i.

to

weir

*

worth 22c., now
than 1 web to a customer.

splendid SATTEEN DRESS GOODS,

Case BEST PRINTS (Linen Shades

only

c

6c

worth 15c..

only

4c

only

S2.87

perfect only

1 Case BEST OUTINGS, worth IOc..

10c

for Comfortables.
...

3 Cases NICE BLANKETS, (all

^2^'

only

35c

only

8c

STAMPED DOILIES marked Down from 25c

12 1-2

to

1 Case Lonsdale Cambric, worttl 12 S-2c.,oniy 7Ci

I'

I Case Wool Fleeced Gent's Underwear,
worth 7>c.,

II. ill. IB. Hi,
and all the articles

only 50c.

just

to

make the work

c

mpLae.

received at LOW PRICES

with

k and
At

m

more

worth 8c..

4 1-2c

V. iant

1

o*

mi

living

produce.

1 Case Best

2

Prints

Quality Shirting
So-

only

Islesaicl gave a concert in the j
eral weeks
Due notice of the resuming of
the evening.
They were her business will be
given. The Maine Coast
•Gngii soprano; Adelaide J
Navigation Co established this line in June,
'"htralTo; Georgia T. Burand during the summer it was well patron:ue lv. Hills, accompanist.
ized, not only by the commercial travelers,
a graduate of the Boston
but by summer tourists, who enjoyed the
The entertainment was
day trips along the coast. They have built
the young ladies having a
it.lies

ng

;

1

mal

Not

j

of

,rs:

yd. wide PERCALES,

18c

only

50 WOOL SHAWLS, worth S4.00,

yds. wide, better than Lockwood,

Get.

j

casks the p.-’ week
part last week fr-

Steamer Notes. The Salaoia was withdrawn from the Portland anil Bangor route
Saturday, to be overhauled and repaired.
There will be n< boat ou the route for sev-

or 2 1-4

M--ri
kk
iy bought by Capt P »
d
the
port for his son. Loii:<. has been
S. E M H.l. Sl.epher.
:i 1m:.). i!:.; G-a; t.
Mark Calderw.a d wid go
•:
1
f
he"... .Sell. A. Hayp.rd. K\mi. arra\ cd N v,
17:1: fn m Po-t-u w
ind
era!
g>
i-g
lots loaded 1: ay at F G White G -.’s for Boshave

avenue.

>,

1

3 Cases 9-4 Brown Cotton,

be

.:

h-ar.i, dead,
>.
iAfter

v\ net s

only

1 Case 1

worth 6c

on;

o...

.The schoolier Miant.o

ton _Schs.

uthport

gent
Nickels of

COTTON,

6c,

LOOK AT THIS!

f

now

;•

Bleached Cotton

Sec.

V

into Montevideo

1 Case LADIES' JERSEY UNDERWEAR, worth
25c.. only
1 Case splendid 40 in.
worth 7c..

only 4 l-2c.

1 Case

iv.-.-ot-

others.

Arnold has the frame

street-W. H.

up for

on

St:ns.

and the vessel short ••!' pi
landing the captain's remains f.»r bun t.. md
reprovisioning, she resumed her pa.--.ige on

the shop
N. J. Pottle be-

his house and stable

[a.

returned,

remembered, put
31, her commander, Capt.

gan last Thursday on the frame of George
W. Frisbee's new house on Congress street.
.J--I.1D W. Sleeper is making additions
and repairs

i Case t Yard Wide

a voyage from Manila and Hong K
ng n
this port, will, it is understood, be s.d.i u .-.-u

in

Repairs.

never

Boston G
Nov. 21st says "Ship II K. Tie-mas

conveni-

a

workmen

carry their dinners and
BuiLDiMi

pasture with
Dnv-,.1 Herrick fcili.
><

factory
ence

week.

next

KEEP YOUR EYE ON THESE PRICES!

Chatman Bleached Cotton,

nice value, worth 8c.,

Comrades, let ns
Freeman MolPlvery

Shipping

Cook began this week serving clam
chowder, soups, etc., in Thompson &
F isters rlothiug factory at noon, and will
begin in Critchett Sibley & Co.’s shoe

pouuds.

1

l Case i Yard Wide

Waldo county.

and many

Eli

a

rooms.

make onegrand rally on
Post. which is composed of boys from the
old 4th, 19th and 26th along with that ga
lant old
6th Me. Battery after wh se
Commander, Fre*uuau McGilvery, the I* -t
is named.
Better soldiers do not me than
those who went to the war from Sears j- »rt,

Wilson recently completed riprapping the Ira M. Cobe lot on the South Shore.
North port, to prevent the washing away of
the bank.
It is estimated that »>00 t*>us of
rock were used m the work. In the spring
earth will be used to rill in and the bank
seeded d>>wn.

Nov.

of

erans

meeting will be with Mrs. Fannie Hart.

remaining in the

the week

r

~

stormy, the next fair day. The boys of
the Post and ladies of the H-lief Corps are
miking a grand effort to entertaiu the vet-

J. F

i

have just purchased many cases of goods from the manufacturers' agents which we
propose to plac> man our c waters it
Prices that will not only surprise our patrons, but astonish the drv goods people of Eastern Maine
To verify this stit*ment examine the prices quoted below, examine the goods in our store, and every one will
admit the truth of this anThe tact is we want to keep this store the busiest one in Belfast, and to
nouncement
accomplish this aim we prooose to
sell thousands of dollars worth ot goods at the most PHENOHENAL BREAK DOYVN PRICES we bive"ev>
i nr \
in our thirty-three t3f) years experience in the drv goods trade.

If

arranging for a sale of fancy articles provided they can get enough finished stock
ahead, but for some time past they have
barely kept up with their orders. The next

granted as’follows:
Mudgett, East Jackson.
w’s, etc., Margaret PresElizabeth Burgess, Bel*

representing
Present," hang on the

Veterans’ Meeting
The Waldo Couuty
Veteran's Association will meet with Fretman- McGilvery Post, Searsport. Dec.
i*t.

is

’■een

pictures

The company will put in au alarm
bell connected with, the street boxes, and
make other improvements.
The Hook &
Ladder Co. will soou make a simi.ar ren-

towns.

Armor Bearer

Past and

WE

walls.

Fred Clark, formerly foreman at Geo. D.
farm, has hired Herbert
E. Bradman's stable and is boarding a nuin
ber of horses for Boston men. Two are
trotters and the others family carriage
horses.

variety

at the

of framed

series

“Firemen,

Otis & Co.'s stock

Friday, evening. The danc1." o’clock, sharp.
!

near-by

!

with

what

j

GEORGE W. BURKETTS.

(

them.

had three fingers of his ;
George E. Lincoln of Taunton, Mass.,
injured last week by shipped fourteen head of handsome work
ight in the gear of a ma- oxen from Belfast Saturday to his farm in
Taunton. They were bought in Belfast and
Bros.' mill.

\

*

5

to

night. Before departure they hail
received several requests from Ellsworth f. r
selections and are prepared to comply wth

rabbits at

number of

a

ball last

The Belfast Band is one of the best in the
State. [Ellsworth American.

Court's office.

t

A JOYFUL TIME FOR ECONOMIC BUYERS

*

Everybody. !

to

The Belfast Band left on the 1.15 p. m. train
for Ellsworth to till their
engagement with the Athletic Club of that
r.ty
They were to give a concert and play f. r a

was

P. S.
his

jurors for the

be

is to

yesterday

suffering tortures from a diseased
scalp. 1 was scratching mv head from morning till night. Little pimples broke out all
over my head.
1 had no rest. I washed my
head with hot water and Cutictra Soar, and
applied CmccRA as a dressing. Now mv
head hasn't a pimple on it, and mv hair is
growing splendidly. ADA C. HARRELL.
330 Grand St.. Jersey City, N. J.
I thought I would go frantic with itching
scalp humors. I lost considerable of mv hair
of which I had an abundance. I tried several
remedies, they failed. I tried Cfthtra Soap,
relief immediate, itching completely gone.
Mrs. M. Jl'DAN. 246 Halliday St.. Jersey City.
Sold thrr>uehr>ut the world. Potter D. A C- Cone.. Sole
Prop*.. Boston. How to Produce I.uxunant Hair, free-

ays aud bobs
: wind's zip,
the sobs

r*

Corinthian

opportunity. Head about the oil paint*
be given away.

this

,es wag
lurest:

out to

of

big week at Johnson’s. You i
will tiud lots of bargains that are brimf 1 of !
merit.
Every lady should avail herself of I

'xr*irdly 9ing.

v

convocation

Royal Arch Chapter will be held next Monday evening, and of Timothy Chase Lodge
next Thursday, Dec. 1st.

42 in. Dress

yd.

per

0|||J

English Selicias,wtl1

cases

10

worth 42c

—..

10c,

on v

Goods,

25c.

DRESS GOODS IN PATTERNS

J

up
eptiou and receiving!

re«

good freight

a

of

share

Chang n.

'Inkss
r

Monday

irkei

Burgess,

to B. F. Gard-

:

Jackson of Sears*

and Geo.

i-!

the firm

are

-tore

ex-

been in the meat business in
Mr.

y -ars.

►*

Burgess

people, having
n\

in

years.

-•

n

■

gat
,n

the

poll

j

lights. The loeaslightly changed by

street

was

mast arms or

•'mg them

nearer

j

suspending

the centre of

they were when on the top of
he lights so changed are on the
:iictiou of Bridge and Wash|

to

!

the

of Main and

p

m.

Boston

Friday,

and the

afternoon

Frank

Jones

will

at

of tlie

r

lot

new

lamps, which

the company
of Upton 2,000

are

after Dec. Gth the

Her

■nd
h

of

Church and Park

order

o.d all will be

put in place at

Old Man."

hi

t i»u

the

once.

Under this appro-

Maine

Farmer

of Nov.

shed the

following note from
resident of Be.fast:

vu

a

3pare

-rnonal notice of me an error ocI beg permission to correct.
I
Belfast in 180b
My father was

stun, now Warren, Mass., graduHarvard and was a tutor there,
Adams

1

being

one of his pupils.
member of Cougress
f court of Essex county, Mass.,
iie came to Belfast and pure has*
'! 400 acres.
He made a thresliwliich threshed and winnowed,
a
in
bushel
five minutes, and
\,
a bushel in three minutes.
He
'tent right in Baltimore,where the
her machines were uiade. Later
fi'ee liuller and sold the right to
Boston. He was chosen Judge
><
"iinty for a number of years. I
-7 this without glasses and shall
tiie postofhee one mile and a
A
ay, where I walk daily for my
:ng one-half hour each way.
<s

chosen

Respectfully

Sappho_The

one.

Trees.

The

business of cuttrees to the

shipping Christmas
f'<r
;s

some

year

J.

years been an important
G. Piper of Rockland has

•'lopped 16,800 trees, cut in Belfast,
Stockton Springs, Swanville and
The trees are bought standing and
nd owners about .3 cents apiece, or
f $504
J. P. Moody of Nobleboro
*n of the cutting and
shipping in
>'ity. He selects the trees, decides
£th of each, and superintends the
■

':

and

loading. If a tree has a good
rut, even if the top will give but a
hristmas tree and the whole stands
!gh. The trees are sawed square at
'■ m and
vary from 4 to 25 feet in
I lie limbs are tied up closely and
*
tied in bundles averaging 4 trees
I hey are loaded on the
cars, 600
about 2,400 trees to a car. Five
been loaded in the Belfast yard
rarh at City point and Waldo Sta^ lew of men familiar with the work
Mr. Moody, but the hauling gives
■1

"ent to

quite

number of

and
cut.
trees sell at retail in the cities at
'augiug from 25 cents to $100, accordorshape and the pocket-book or
41
‘uunt of the intending purchaser.
a

men

the vicinity where the trees

Eider Down House Jackets, S7c. to SiLiM

29c.

Plain and bordered, worth 50c„

|

Deep port wine
and golden

color before

after cream,
rich, delicious, and, withal, Chase
& Sanborn’s Seal! Brand is the

Napkins

aristocratic coffee in America.

and

Elegant

only 25c.

at attractive prices.

Tablings

2 Doz. Velvet Untrimmed

*

Hals- Trimmed with Feathers aid P umage,
Ornaments, worth $5.00. only

Fancy
$2.50
$2 59 fa $5 53
25a

quality,

at the

and

Percaline,

36

1 Q

price,

$1.00, SI.25,

3-4
1 irge

^MANUFACTURER^
Belfast, Me.

$2 50

TOWELS,

yard wide,

1 2-3 vds

87c I CASE GOLF

long,

on 1 \

25c<

SUITINGS,
s2 inches

to

IMMENSE SIZE,

FUR trimmings la ail TdrieUss just lmii,

Chenielle Portieres.
$4.00

50c-

size, 3.50

Carpet Sweepers, only
Carpet Stretchers, wortll $1.25, only
Marked down from $3.S0 to

121-2;.

r»

Smyrna Rugs,

1 lot from

WILLIAM A. CLARK,

cost you.

Lining, only 8c 200 Pillow Slips from Lockwjad Cation, siz; 3S<45 oily
in. wide,
200 Sheets. 81 and 90 irches, only

FUR COATS.

Heavy Genuine Irish Frieze Ulsters; Oxford Black and
Gray, $3.00, 10.00, 12.00,' 15-00; Kersev and Melton
Top Coats, in Black, Brown, Blue, Green, $8.00,,
10.00, 12.00, 13.50, 15.00, 18.00. 25-00.

price the Cotton would

100 TURKISH

Prices range at

Coon, $24.00, 27-00, $30.00.

same

10 pcs. 36 in. Fast Black Percaline for Skirt
120 pcs. of Moire Fa^t Black

iMoquette

Goat, $9.75, 11.00, 12.00: Dog, $12.00, 15.00, 16.50:
Buffalo Calf, $14.00, $18.00, 20.00: Galloway,

PILLOW SLIPS and SHEETS
At

*

Specialties.

Phenix Row,

MILLINERY

Prices range on Fancy Trimmed Hats from
10 Dz. Ostrich Tips worth 75c.. only

Hats,only 67c.

LININGS.
extra fine

20.00 ;

exhibition.

cream,

}

$16 00,

•>0 Jew Jackets for Winter Wear wr

Goods, ^5 Diltoienl Patlmis in Silks

1,000 Opaque Window Shades,

Charles Read.
V'

I__

at

only 25c. Our sales in this
department have been phenomenal. We have
placed orders on these goods five different times since Sept nth

j

EXCELLENT VALUES.

Winter

production from

pattern.

a

*

wo:th 50c.,

William A. Clark’s Line of Heaters.

a

of

'y

1 Case Ladies’ Union Suits,

^

steamer

and up river-Tile Silver Star went to
Goose Falls Tuesday night to land some
freight and hit her propeller ou the rocks
there, breaking off three blades. She came
to Belfast the next forenoon as usual, using
the wheel with but one blade. She was
beached Wednesday night iu Dyer’s dock
and the broken wheel was replaced by a

received

were

the

now

alike die finest

39c.

62c. to

;

The Sebeuoa will be taken to Roc iDickinson is iu
repairs. Capt.
of

50c,,

at

two

!_

Pentagoet arrived from New York Mouday
evening, two days late, owing to weather*
The steamer had a large freight for this city

: corner

Spring and the north juncand High. The remainder of

till the

to

Marked down from

for

command

*

5 Pcs. 44 in, All Wool German Dress

Ferry in place of the Sebeuoa, which
damaged last Friday by ruuuing upon a

laud

the market two months ago

were on

worth 45c.,

Bangor route for her winter overhauling. The City of Bangor will then run
as
follows: Leave Boston Friday, Nov.
25th: Tuesday, N«»v. 2b; and Friday, Dec
J i; leave Bangor Monday, N >v. 2>: h : Thursday, Dec. 1st; and Mouday, Dec. 5th, and
on arrival in Boston next morning she will ;

ledge.

candle power arcs.
it the corner of Court and Pearl

DRESS GOODS.

(no

German and French looms, just received. <> yds.
Lining Cambric given to every purchaser

j_
1 Case Black Brocade Dress Goods,

Boston &

was

replace
These four

only-

shall sell

Desert

to

of beautiful

case

Boston

High

ighting. Monday

solid

December 2G

>

•jr

that

to-morrow she will be withdrawn from the

On and

one

:

be withdrawn

leaving Machiasport, Mouday,

be withdrawn.

secured

to

Penobscot will leave Boston Tuesdays and
ruer of Congress and Fearl I
Fridays at 5 p. m.: leave Bangor, ice perthe comer of Commercial and
mitting, Mondays and Thursdays at 11 a. m.
-’rcets. Tnese changes, though
The steamer Sappho is now running on
each, make decided improvethe route between Bar Harbor aud Mt.
corner

just

*

from

Ruck land, bound west,

iu

...Ou arrival of the Penobscot

lights, the Belfast idght !
last Thursday a series of

ig 11rs

5

in

from the Portland and Machiasport route
the j
and will make her last trip eastw ard, leavaud westward,
ing Portland. December

In

;;y

<

steamer

accordance with
uincil, as advised by

Lights.

over

well

is

been

a good
traffic.Stormy

Monday afterj noon at 5 o’clock. The City of Baugor remained in Bangor over Sunday. The Salaeia
had a rough passage from Portland Friday,
; being obliged
to put back
cnee.The

Dixmont several

in

laid

Thursday

from

Mr. Gardner earned

men.

City of Baugor laid
Thursday morning to
Penobscot

subsequently sold to Robert
'as formerly Mr. Alexander's
members of

We have

busiuess and hold

passenger

; weather again interfered with the running
I of the steamers on the coast last week. The

Alex*

David

Alexander

t"

the

$2.75
3.50

per

pair.

wide, worth 8/c., only 50c.

We cannot enumerate in this space the many bargains we have
in store lor you. Our whole stock is at your disposal at
prices that will insure you a great saving.

We have sent out some very large bundles the past week for a little money. Surely there has never been a time when goods
could be obtained at such unheard of values, as at the present time. Buy all the goods you need for winter, you will mike
There has been a big break in prices with the manufacturers, and you can now receive the benefit.
no mistake.

are

" i*

^

H

JOHN W. SLEEPER, Salesman.

GEORGE W.

BURKETT,

Odd Fellows Block.

UAHE POSTPONED.

CONSULTING A WOMAN.

j

scarf. There were pink spots burning her
cheeks and her eyes were very sweet.
UY OEKTKl’DE SMITH.
The time passed on until the noisy clock
It had been snowing for two days, and on the mantle clearly and forcibly announced the hour of teu.
now the snow-ploughs were out, and the
It had been comparatively easy thus far,
1iist really good sleighing of the winter but now was the time when Clint usually
went home.
would begin.
The real contest was about to begin.
The great fields lay in unbroken whiteThe judge shoved his chair back to the
ness.
The woods along the banks of the
to
Iowa river were billows of snow.
The table, picked up a paper, and began
read.
large farmhouses, and the number and
the
over
time
to
time
he
From
glanced
the size of the barns and other out-lying
of this paper at the two talking before
buildings, gave evidence of tlie richness top
still
the
but
read
on.
lire,
of the soil that lay buried and resting for
When the clock struck eleven, he threw
another harvest.
the
paper down, pulled his chair back to
had
the distincJudge Hilton’s house
man into an
tion <*i being built of brick.
There was a the lire, and drew the young
animated political discussion.
dignity in its solidity over the usual white
about
the
Isabel
stirred
room, putting
farmhouses on the surrounding farms
that w ell became the dignity of the judge. things in order for the night.
For the last
It
was nearing midnight.
The judge was New England born and
had bebred. There is a veneration for Puritan fifteen minutes the conversation
to lag.
ancestry in the entirely W estern soul that gun
There were cold moments of complete
the Puiitau mind still has for good old
silence.
Puritan blood.
“Had you noticed that l had traded
Isabel Hilton was her father’s househorses'?” dint asked in one painful pause.
keeper and only child. The mother bad
“No; have you'?'1 Isabel asked, coming
dud w hile sin* was a baby, and she bad
ruled the house and bad been ruled forward with interest.
Yes. I’ve traded the grays for George
by her father since that time.
there was
She had all her father's reserve and Merwin’s blacks. Of course
to boot.
considerable
They go like the
pride of family, and at the same time his
wind in my new cutter.”
happy nature and gracious manner, that
“1 should think they would,” Isabel
won her friends when she desired to make
“1 do like black
friends.
Those who found it impossible drew a deep breath.
I
I never cared for gray ones.
horses.
to win then way
into her favor called
fora red
this reserve in Isabel her “down East always think of having to look
“I
should
she
headed
laughed.
girl,”
airs
There was a discouraging belief
think you’d always be on the lookout for
among the young meu iu the country
one when you ride behind them.”
around, some of whose fathers owned
“Perhaps Mr. llolderman not is looking
farms and herds of cattle large enough to
the judge said, with
divide and establish them in enviable be- fora red-headed girl,”
a queer look in the direction of the young
ginniugs, that if the judge thought any of man.
a
“There’s
superstition that a redthem worthy »o win his daughter’s love
headed girl has a violent temper.
Now,
there would never bean »pportunity to
that isn’t always true,” he said, after a
gain the consent of tin* young lady.
which his thoughts
moment’s
in
sileuce,
l'lie judge had the-uies against Isabel’s
“Isabel’s
seemed to have been far away.
entertaining young men alone, nor would
sweet a disposition as any
he permit her to go with any escort but mother had as
woman that ever lived, and her hair was
himself.
the color of that deep llame there.”
The privilege of spending the evening
Isabel was leaning on the back of her
with Isabel, in the presence of her father,
father’s chair.
was
considered a mark of distinction,
“Why, father, you’ve always said my j
and held the one so honored on tlm wave1
hair was almost the color of mother’s.
of hope,
I'm sure no one thinks of calling mine
“If a fellow had the backbone to outsit
the judge some li ght he might proprose red.”
“1 don’t know about that,” the judge
t.- the daughter” was the comment Mr.
Holderman made to his son one day. j laughed; “and I don’t know about the
Clint Holderman had been one of Isabel’s temper, either,” lie added, reaching up
and pinching her cheek.
most persistent admirers.
"I never liked red hair, but I'm Sure i
“The trouble with all of you is, you go
There shaking in your boots, and talk to j don’t believe in that sign," Clint said
the judge, and come away with a big i clumsily,
lie gazed lixedly into the fire,
bead because you dared to do that; but 1 and felt as though he were turning to
tell you. if 1 was a young fellow I’d out- stone.
sit him it I sat till the break of
The clock struck twelve with a resoday. It’s
some such pluck as that the
judge is look- nant, defiant stroke, as though it understood
the contest in which it held the
for.
He
raised
her
and
he knows her
ing
value; and she ain't going cheap to none stakes, and refused to commit itself as to
of you.
If you can go ahead of the other whose side would win.
At a quarter past twelve the judge
fellows and tow her in. I'll give you £10,000 and deed you a section of laud. Come stood up.
(.'lint felt his heart beating wildly. The
now, let's see what you’re made off
In some way his lordly promise got moment of his triumph was at hand.
The judge •:tossed to the bay window at
adrift the current of country gossip, and
Isabel’s eyes
roused the admirer s of Isabel, and all, to the other end of the room.
new interest in the contest.
Large stories followed him nervously.
From one side, among the geraniums
were told of the late hours the judge kept
that winter with Isabel’s suitors. Clint and ivy, he drew the chess table, and
Holderman drove to the brick house early : pushed it before him toward the lire.
1
“I think it would he pleasant for us to
on the evening that he had set liis mind
with flint like determination to give his have a game of chess," he said affably.
( lint sprang to his feet.
tat lit r's ad v' c a trial.
It wa?. a cold night, and as lie sped
1 think 1 must
“(Mi, Thank you. sir.
along in his new cutter, drawn by a hand- he going home.”
some span -i black horses, and well tuck“Oh. must you? Well, come over again i
ed in with buffalo robes, his heart was j and we’ll get at it earlin in the evening.” t
warm with hope.
j It seemed hours before ( lint finally!
!ie had spent many evenings of the, found himself out on the smooth, snow \
wintei playing chess with the judge, so beaten road, spinning along toward home.
lie would have been eo ujileiely wretchhe was stot- of his we!r..me; but tonight I
he looked bet >»ui all this,
fie thought ed m Ids defeat if it had not been for that j
"1
b uu when, at last, with his heart look iti Isabel's eyes when she handed !
and mi(h {standing touched, the judge him the eoin popper. He could endure*
woti.d bid
them good night,
and lie his fatio-r's ridicule, and wait his time,
sl:«.i.Id he left alone with Isabel.
remembering that look.
And so lie made a good story of it at
Theie wa> no handsomer \oimgman in
’bo <o
breakfast the ue\' morning, and added,
m r \ than < knt 1 Iolderman ; none
wiio danced better,
who drove bettei elevating his voice above the ioaring
hoi so; but Jii'i' e than .11 this, the judge laugh of his ! at he and the shrieks of iiis
had told him that he had never known a mother and sister
man
“Never you mind
who had jdaye 1 a better baud at
The judge isn't ;
chess.
through with me yet. I've only tired my !
ri h;s w us an encouragt ment, indeed ; foi first gun.
i'll own when 1 came out of
j
it tile judge had a weakness, it was for the house 1 was <>t t of shot, but 1 haven't
j
cliess, and it would be decidedly pleasant gi re up the light \ et.”
to have a son-in-law who could he such
“Oli, you’ll let some other bantam ;
a leadv source of entertainment.
i guess I’m safe
As he louster cany hei off.
drove into the
yard the judge came out on enough uti the cash and laud 1 promised
the side piazza”*
you.’ his father answered with a provok"(o.od evening,” he called out, “just ing Miugh.
‘Don't you count on it," ( lint said,
drive on to the barn; die man will put
springing up from the table with lire in
uj. y>air horses.”
his eves.
“I’m not clowned yet, I tell
one of the
arm bant s came out of the
stable as he sooke. and Clint threw him you.”
All right, sonny, we’ll give a big;
the reins and followed the judge into the
dance to celebrate the engagement, and
house.
an
oyster supper. I suppose there’s no
“Snapping cold, but splendid sleighing,” the judge said while Clint was tush about ordering the oysters?”
“I'll
hold you to that,” Clint said,
oil
his
overcoai
n
the
hall.
pulling
“Yes, I believe my ears are touched,” bringing Lis list up against the door. “If
the thing's settled by Saturday week,
Clint answered rubbing them.
if if isn’t -well, it
“Isabel is popping s< me corn,
he'll we’ll have the dance,
I'm going over to town after
be glad you happened over to help eat it.” won’t be.
the
mail.”
He led the way int< the long sittingHe turned and went out of the room.
room at the end of tlie .all.
Isabel was on her knees before an open As the dooi closed, he heard his sister
wood tire shaking a corn popper.
say, tittering,-“Clint has about as hard a time court1'he whi
kernels snapped and expanded with a uleasant sound.
ing Isabel as you nad courting mother.”
This was a warm thought of comfort to
The lamp had not been lit. but the fire- i
him. At least Isabel had never denied
light madt tlie room bright and cosy.
him
her love, and lie knew that his mother
“Isabel, here is Mr. Holderman. my
had been hardly won.
dear.'
It was a blight winter morning. Before
She sprung up.
“1 didn't hear you come in.
Good him was a clear stretch of road to the
evening. Come over here by The lire. Iowa River, three miles away.
The white fields on either side sparkled
Why, it';- Clint!'* she said, as lie came
The great drifts, rolled
into the glow.
“I thought father meant in the sunlight.
I never think of you as Mr. up along the fences, looked blue iu the
your father.
shadows* of their fantastic terracings. The
:Iolderm m.
Have some corn.”
>he held the popper open before bim. sleighiug never was better.
All at once Clint heard the noise of
“I'm sure 1 never think of you as Miss
Hilton,'’ he said, plunging his hand into sleigh-bells and a voice called to him,—
“Give me the road.”
the corn, and laughing.
“That would be
He turned and saw Isabel Ililton coma little too much like strangers, as
long
as we’ve known each other.”
ing toward him, driving her own bay
The judge cleared his throat.
ponies at a furious rate.
Clint drove quickly out at one side of
“I lni'-e always decidedly disliked the
informality of country people in calling the road, and sfle sped by him.
lie saw that ner horses were running
every one by their Christian names,” lie
said.
“It leaves no degree in intimacy. away.
There
had been no alarm in Isabel’s
But I suppose it is impossible to know
where tc draw the line."
face, though she was holding the reins
Isabel went back and knelt before the with all her strength, and had looked
neither to the right nor to the left as she
fire again.
“Oh, I don’t know,” she said, shaking passed him. If there was one thing more
the popper vigorously.
“As long as it is than another that the Holdermans prided
themselves in, it was their knowledge of
a custom J don’t think any one feels it a
a good horse and splendid horsemanship..
rnara of special intimacy, and so the cusIsabel Hilton’s love.ol horses and her
tom is protected by being a custom.”
The young man sat awkwardly in his daring in driving them had been one of
the lirst things that had won Clint’s adchair and was silent.
I'hey seemed to be closing the doors miration. Her control and courage now
against any thought be might have of appealed to him tremendously. His own
horses seemed to have caught the spirit I
closer intimacy with the family.
The judge left the room for a moment, of the ruuaway pair ahead, as they Hew
and came back with a lighted lamp, and along over the snow after them.
Clint knew that at any moment Isaplaced it on the claw-legged table in the
centre of the room. He had put on a long bel’s slight arms might lose the power to*
dressing-gown faced with crimson quilted hold those tense reins so securely, and
silk, and now lie drew his great chair up the horses dash to one side, and the crash
before the tire, and stretched himself out come, and there was nothing he could do.
On went the cutter ahead of him, swaying
in it.
“Come, Clint, J will let you shake the on the left and the right, and still keeppopper for me and I’ll go down cellar and ing the road. The bridge across the Iowa
River was just ahead. Clint thought of !
get some apples.”
If the cutter
Isabel looked at him with a merry the bridge with terror.
in
her eyes, as she held the handle swayed to one side, as it was doing now,
twinkle
toward him, and then ran out of the room. the crash would come on entering.
He saw Isabel’s strength tightening on
Clint grasped the handle of the popper
with the delight of success Hooding his the reins, and knew that she felt the danveins. Isabel had never before given him ger.
Iler horses flew up the slight incline to
a reason to believe that she cared for him
the bridge, and Clint braced his nerves to
that could compare with that look.
withstand
the shock. But to his amazement
Daylight would find him sitting right
there, but he would beat the judge’s he saw that the horses were slowing up,
watch and gain the opportunity of speak- and entering the bridge with all the respect of well-trained horses; and by the
ing to her.
It was a delightful evening. The judge time they were over the frozen current
partook of the popcorn, and the conversa- below, they were walking as quietly as
tion was more than usually affable and en- though they had decided on that as the
end of their excitement.
tertaining.
Clint entered the bridge as Isabel was
Isabel sat on the opposite side of the
fireplace and crocheted on a blue wool leaving it. She drove to one side of the
A
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Literary

News and Notes.

Captain

»

A correspondent of Literature has answered the question which has been in so
many minds since the publication of Kipling’s “The Truce of the Bear” as to the
meaningaof Adam-zad. “Zad” is Persian
for born, and “Adam-zad” means Adamborn; just as Shah zada means king-born,
Sahib-zada, lord-born, and the familiar
Scheherazade, in the original “Chaher-

Mrs. Pinkham’s

Advice Inspires
Confidence and Hope.

a

Examination by a male physician is
hard trial to a delicately organized

woman.

She puts it off as long as she dare,
and is only driven to it by fear of cancer. polypus, or some dreadful ill.
Most frequently such a woman leaves
a

physician

s

zad,” city-born.

Last year Charles Dana Gibson illustrated “The People of Dickens” for The
The pictures
Ladies’ Home Journal.
were so successful that, this year, and durnext
L.
ing
Taylor, the New
year, W.
England artist who has made such rapid
strides in his ait, will illustrate “The
People of Longfellow”—also for The
Ladies’ Home Journal. The poems selected are “The Psalm of Life,” “Hiawatha,” “Evangeline,” “The Courtship
of Miles JStandish,”
“The Children’s
Hour,” “The Village Blacksmith,” and
others.
The first catalogue of books published
in the United States appeared at Boston
in 1804.
It runs i<> seventy-mne small
octavo pages, and is supremely indifferent to dates, not one. so far as we can see,
being given from the first page to the
last.
Of this catalogue only two or three
copies are known, one of which is, we believe, in the British Museum. The British
Museum, by the way, has the finest collection of Americana in the world, due,
says Literature,to the fact that England,
with a sharp eye to the future, employed

office

where she has undergone a critical
examination with
an

impression, more

or

less, of discourage men t.

^

j

This condition of the
mind destroys
the effect of
and
advice;
she g* r o w s
worse rather
Jn consulting Mrs. lankhesitation need he felt, the
story is told to a woman and is wholly
confidential. Mrs. I’inkha in's address
is Lynn, Mass., she offers sick women
her advice without charge.
ller intimate knowledge of women’s
troubles makes her letter of advice a
wellspring of hope, and her wide experience and skill point the way to health.
I suffered with ovarian trouble for
seven years, and no doctor knew what
was the matter with me.
1 had spells
which would last for two days or more.
1 thought I would try Lydia E. Pinkham's Vegetable Compound. I have
taken seven bottles of it, and am entirely cured.’’ Mrs. John Fori-man. *J6
N. Wood berry Ave.. Haiti more. Md.
The above letter from Mrs. Foreman
is only one of thousands.
than better.

ham

For

no

most accomplished bibliographer, Henry
Stevens of Vermont, in spite of the fact
a

that his proffered services had been
fused by the United states.
How

coming

-p owder

She «av- it makes the sk n foe] so soft anil
6mooth. relieving and curing irritation imrnediR-d
Iti- s'ronglv nd-rs.-d 1>\- Mary .1. Fallon,
•rained >.urse, uf Boston
Druggists sell it

re-

gene*mi the use of photography is
to be adopted by the modern mag-

azine as a means of illustration is shown
in the anuouueemen: of The Ladies' Home
.Journal that it. is about to publish six
new, distinct series >f articles which will
include not less than 400 photographs.
The idea of the magazine is to present one
hundred of the prettiest country homes in
America, to encourage artistic architecture; one hundred of the prettiest gardens,
to encourage taste in lloriculture; seventy
churches decorated for festal occasions of
all kinds, such as weddings, Christmas
and Easter services, etc.; some forty of
the prettiest gills’ rooms in this country;
twenty-five floral porches and vine-clad
houses; and the story of the native wild
flowers in America, told in seventy-five
photographs. Over >,000 photographers,
in every part of the country, were emph yed by the magazine to get these pictures, and several thousands of dollars
were paid
in prize awards for the best
photographs. The choice was made out
of over 10,000 photographs received by
the magazine.

itching and dialing Fay Stowed used

(omfort

j

road and waited lor him to come up to
her.
‘Til let you go ahead of me now, if you
want to,” she called out as he stopped.
“Look here,” Clint called back, “did
you think of those horses stopping at the
bridge that way, I'd like to know ?”
“Yes; didn’t you? I knew they might
not, but 1 thought they would if 1 could
keep them in the road. Didn’t you think
“More Byrnes" is the title of a dainty
of their doing it?”
little volume, a companion to “Byrnes,”
to
1
had
else
no.
“Well,
something
a year or more ago
both from
think about,” he answered, looking at published
the press of Damrell A Upham, Boston.
her admiringly.
The author is Miss Edith Eeverett Dalton
Isabel's face flushed, but she looked at
of Portland, and we copy from the Sunhim smiling.
Times of that city the following ap“1 wasn’t afraid as long as the road was day
preciative notice of the recent volume:
dear, but 1 should have lost all courage if
There is much delicate sentiment in
i had seen a team coming.”
these verses, which is particularly shown
“Talk of pluck!” (Tint said, driving a
in the dedication, “To My Mother,” and
little nearer to her cutter.
“Isabel, wiiat "St.
Stephen’s.” In the last, occur the
did you think of last night.
What did
lines:
you think of me, anyway?”
We feel the throi of ci ii!in<>n prayer.
iShe drove out into the road ahead of
And Thy gray walls no lunger stand
him. and then looked back over her
Around us, hut on every hand

shoulder, laughing.
The w unship of the world we share."
“1 thought if you had only waited half
There is real breadth in that thought
an hour longer 1 would have been eighof the kinships of worship; while in the
I'm of
teen.
It is my birthday to-day.
words to “Friend Whittier is an expresage.” And with that she touched her sion of
appreciation which shows anponies with the whip, and kept well ahead j other sort of sentiment:
of him all the way to the village.
“Dear Poe! Thou hast read night
When they met again, it was before the
The meaning of the Spr ng,
lire in the sitting-room at the brick house
For what were dim to other sighi
where they had held the hours the night
Thou seost by the inner light
before.
1 Jut the contest with the judge
That gladdens everything.
had lost ils seriousuess.
Among the other veises which, to my
Let w een them he .-at impelturble, as he !
fancy, deserve special mention are *Eaumid sat the nighi before; but to-night be j
rel,' “The Plant on the Window-Seat”
was only an amusing banier. and not a.
and “Indian Summer," which gives anserious obstinotion.
Love had leaped the other
opportunity lor a quotation:
bounds, and was free. It tiiumphed in
“So w lien we think of joy as gum
their eyes as they looked across him, and j
And grid as The next comer,
ovoi him, smiling knowingly ai each other, i
Let us believe wn* need not grmv.
“We’re going to leave a dance o\ei at
There
-meth Indian Sumniei
j
our house Saturday week, and an oyster
It. is going t > be a celebration <>t j
supper.
Free Cuba.
a great event in our family." Clint an
j
nouneed w ith a meaning gesture to Isabel. Not :ti ilie fiercest, battle
Met 111c\ their deadliest foe,
“What's the event you* re celebrating?'*
the judge asked, looking over his specta- Win re shut like hailstones rattle,
Laying our brave sous low
cles.
“Well’s that’s something of a secret Done is Tiie dreadful conflict,
Musket and cannon still,
until to-morrow.
1 hope I can tell you
then. You must be sure and come. We're But a foe with footsteps stealthy
Slayetli our boys at will.
going to have a great time.”

Register

The judge looked at Isabel.
“Do you think we can go, my deal?”
11 ei cheeks wane rosy.
“Why, yes. I should think we could,
father.
Thank you, then.
We’ll come,” the
jo.dge said, leaning back in his chair, and
looking at the ceiling. “And now would
you like to play that game of chess we
didn’t have last night?”
It was evident he had no intention of
giving up the field. Clint did not answer,
lie was not as fearless of the judge as lie
had supposed.
His heart throbbed ex-

Theirs

was a courage mate In ess,
More fatal than human toe
Is the grip of the dread assasin,
Laying our dear ones low.

Dying and dead too many
Afar from a mother's care.
Where the lonely hearts are breaking
For the loved ones missing there.
tlieir lives, oh Cuba,
That a people oppressed be free,
Thick are the stains on the hillside,
Crimson the waves of the sea.

Giving

Deep are thy wrongs, oh Cuba,
There are graces w here the vines should

citedly.

be

Thick as the stars iu the heavens
Or the waves of the deep blue sea.

Isabel pressed her hands together hard
and looked into the lire. The clock ticked
loudly, emphasizing the silence.
Finally the judge brought his eyes from
the ceiling, and looked at the young man.
“Didn’t you hear what I said to you?”
lie asked, running his hand through his
forelock and grasping the arm of his
chair.
“Yes, sir, I did,” said Clint, respect-

Nor e’en can thy wrongs be righted,
Earth cannot yield back its dead,
But the flag of a cruel tyrant
Shall not wave above their head.
For lo, His ear hath heeded
That noteth the sparrows fall,
And a nation strong and fearless
Responds when the oppressed call.

fully.

“Well, then?”
“If you’ll allow'

me

to

And the voice of a brave young people
Hath said, thou shall he free
’Thu’ the blood of lier best sons crimson
The earth or the deep blue sea.

say it, sir, I

think I’ve won the game already.”
“What’s that?”
Now hath the storm-cloud-vanished
“I believe, sir, I’ve won the game.”
That darkened thy once fair isle,
The judge glared at him for a moment, | And
peace with thy bonds are riven
and then his eyes fell on Isabel.
On a joyous people smile.
lie looked from one to the other.
thou so sweet and gentle,
The ticks of the clock seemed to choke ! Peace,
Tho’ bought with the lives of men,
each other.
May thy ample wings enfold us,
“Well, my boy,” he said, drawing a
May the war cloud never again
deep breath—the tears had started to his
Chill with its breath or darken
eyes—“I don’t know but you have.” He
A world so sweet and fair,
held out his hand.
“I don’t know but
Filling God’s earth with the slaughtered
you have, my boy.”
Filling with moans the air.
“Thank you, sir, thank you.”
Iler father reached the other hand to Oh could the din of battle
Ever, forever more cease,
Isabel, and stood up and drew her into his Vanished the darkest shadow
arms, then pushed her from him, and
Dimming thy smile, sweet Peace.
crossed the room to the door leading into
M VHA W KNTWORT H EmF.HSON.
the hall.
Isabel’s eyes followed him lovingly.
lie turned and looked back at them and
smiled.
“Well, children, “I’m feeling a little
tired to-night,” lie said, “and.I think, it
you’ll be kind enough to excuse me, I’ll
go to bed.”
lie went out and shut the door.
[McClure’s Magazine.
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Hopeless Wreck.
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Washington, 1). C., Nov. 15,1808. The
navy department late to-day received the
following cablegram from C’apt. McCalla
at Nassau, relative to the stranded Span-
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To MOTHERS.

WE ARE ASSERTING IN THE COURTS OUR RIGHT TO
THp
EXCLUSIVE USE OF THE WORD
CASTORIA
Av,

“PITCHER'S CASTORIA,"

SICK HEADACHE
Positively

cured by these
Little Pills.

They also relieve Distress from Dyspepsia,
Indigestion and Too Hearty Eating. A perfect remedy for Dizziness, Nausea, Drowsiness, Bad Taste in the Mouth, Coated Tongue
Pain in the Side, TORPID LIVER.
They
Regulate the Bowels. Purely Vegetable.

I

Small Pill.
Small Dose
Small Price.

AS our TRAD]

j

:olkt

I, DR. SAMUEL PITCHER, of Hyannis, Muswtnuwwas the originator of “PITCHER’S CASTORIA
//,,

^

that has borne and does now
?Cer,
bear the facsimile signature of
This is the original “PITCHER’S CASTORIA,’ which
used in the homes of the Mothers of America for
years. LOOK CAREFULLY at the wrapper and m
the hind you have always bought ^-0
/t-and has the signature- of
mij
per. No one has authority from me to «.
Centaur
The
H.
which
I
Chets.
Company of
eept
'—

■

President.
March S, IS97.

^

Do Not Be Deceived,
Do

endanger the life

of your child by
substitute which some druggist may
(because he makes a few more pennies on e
gredients of which even he does not know
not

cheap

a

“The Kind You Have

Always Bore

BEARS THE FAC-SlMiLE SIGNATURE 0

Insist on Having
The Kind That Never Failed Y
tME CENHUR COMPANY.

For Over

77 MURRAY STREET

Builds up
b!..<h1 iiit.be

the
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Fllfy tears.

Old and Wei.l-Tried Remedy
Mrs
Winslow's Soothing Syrup lias been used for
over fifty years by millions of mothers for
their children while teething, with perfect
It soothes the child, softens the
success.
gums, aiiays all pain, cures wind colic, and
is the best remedy for Diarrluea.
Is pleasant to the taste.
Sold by druggists in every
part of the world. Twenty-live cents a hottb'
Its value is incalculable.
Re sure and
ask for Mrs. Winslow's Soothing Syrup, and
take no other kind.
A n

.•

puts pure, rich
makes men and women
Burdock Blood Bitters.

system;

veins;

strong and healthy
At any drug store.
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Ethel,

Dodge,

At a i’rohate Court held at Reltast, within and fot
the Countv ot Waldo, on the second Tuesday ol
November. A 1). 18J8.
r.LlFTTE RO HINSON, guardian of I.1NN IK
•J W RnRINSON, having presented a petition
praying for a license to sell at priv ate sale certain
rea' estate ot said ward as described in said petition.
Ordered. That the said petitioner give notice to
all persons interested by causing a copy *t this
order to be published three weeks successively
in the Republican Journal, printed at Relfast.
that they may appear at a ITobate Court, to be
held at Relfast, within and for said County, on
the second Tuesday of December next, at ten of
t lie clock before noon and show cause, it any they
have, why the prayer of said petitioner should
not be

granted.

A t rue

copy.

BKLI'AsI

1

OEo. i: JOHNSON Judge.
Attest
Chas. r. Hazkltink, Register.

Waldo S>.

thousands who

apparent
themselves ill, that they are not afflicted with any disease, but that the system
simply needs cleansing, is to bring comfort
home to tlieir hearts, as a costive condition
is easily cured by usiug Syrup of Figs. Manufactured by the California Fig Syrup Co.
only, and sold by all druggists.
think

m

i

copy.

Attest:
( has P. Hazkltinp,

court

It

MAR\

DIFFERENCE.
to

x

MAI

ST AT K 01

ITobate Court helu at Relfast, within ami
for the < ocuty of Waldo, on the second 'Die*
day ot November, A. D. 18'JS.
a
THOMPSON. widow ot Wll l.iA.W
W. TIRcMRSON. late ot \b ntviile. in said
minty ot Waldo, deceased, having presented a
pentiou | raying lot an allowance out of the per
sonal estate ot said deceased.

A true

it

1

■

In the
\

T

>C

-t

ease

ville,

1

make

■

.•

the said petitioner give notice to
j allordered, That
persons interested by causing a copy ot tliis
Georgia Gilkey, W 11 Gilkey. arrived at [| order to lie published three weeks -m-c.-ssiv ely m
the Republican Journal printed at Rellast, that
New York Nov 2 irom Bangor.
appear at a ITobate Conn. to be held at
Glad\s, li B Colson, cleared from Balti- 1j they maywithin
and for said County, mi the see
Rellast,
more, Nov 7 for Pensacola.
1 otid Tne-day ol December next,at ten ol the. lock
J
from
cleared
Henry Clausen, Jr, Appleby,
I be I ore noon, and show cause, if any they have,
Philadelphia Oct lf» foi Guantanamo.
why the prayer of said petitioner should not he
John C Smith,
Kueeland, sailed from 1 granted.
CEO. E. JOHNSON. Judg«
lor
York.
2l>
New
Oct
Brunswick, Ga,
A true Copy. Attest.
Lester AjLewis, Kimball, sailed from New
Chas.
Hazeltink, Registei
York Nov lb for Bangor.
Lucia Porter, Farrow arrived at BrunsIIT AI.DO SS. In Court cl Probate, held at Bel- j
wick, Ga, Nov 14 from New York.
second Tuesday ol November,
Mary A Hall, Haskell, arrived at Jackson- | \\ !.is!, mi the .1.
18‘JS. THOMAS
LYNCH, Administ ratoi on j
ville Nov 14 from Charleston S C.
estate ot OLIVE BLACK, latent Palermo, in
the
R F Pettigrew, Morse, arrived at Mat ansaid
County, deceased, having presented his tirst j
j| and final
zas Nov 4 from Philadelphia.
account of administration of said estate
arrived at 1 tor allowance.
li
W Hopkins, Hichborn,
Santiago Oct 21 from Norfolk.
Ordered, That notice thereof be given, three
I
Sallie I’On, W 11 West, cleared from weeks successively, in the Republican Journal,
Jacksonville Oct 18 for Demerara.
printed in Belfast, in said County, that all persons
Tufa, A S Wilson, arrived at l’oiut-a- interested may attend at a Probate Court, to he
held at Belfast, on Hie second Tuesday of DecemPitre Nov 10 from New York.
it any they have, why
Willie L Newton, E Coombs, sailed from ber next, ami show cause,
the said account should not be allowed.
Brunswick, Ga, Nov 10 for New Haven.
GEO. E. JOHNSON, Judge.

To

N..v

III the ease ->t .IOHN B. TIln.M c
said County, Insolvent Ik m
YHH are hei
1
Thumbs, Insolvent I»>
tiled in said ( mrt lot said <
1 it ion for a diseha rue Iron,
under the Insolvent Law ot s.t;
.1
and for a ee^tit’naie theit-oi
upon the same is ordered to
Court Room iu Belfast. in sam
on Wednesday, 1 he 14th day
1898, at two oYloek m the an.
where y-ui may attend and show
have, why the prayer •! sain pel
he granted.
il
( HAS.
Attest
2w4(>
Registet

SCHOON KKS.

AN IMPORTANT

c'oui

Waldo SS.

At a

Ayres.
Willard

Mudgett, A C Colcord, sailed
from Port land Oct 31 for Bahia Blanca.

MAIN?

ST AIK OF

June 7 for Puerto Burghi.
Evie Reed, A T Whittier, arrived at
New York Sept 19 from Auckland, N Z.
Herbert Black, W FI Blanchard, arrived
at Boston Nov. 10 from Santos.
Iolaui, McClure, arrived at Hong Kong
Nov. 14 from Honolulu
Mabel 1 Meyers. C N Meyers, at Turks
Island Oct 29 for Boston.
Mar,an/.as, cleared from New York Nov 10
for Havana.
Olive Tburlow, J O Hayes, arrived at
Havana Nov 3 from New York.
Penobscot, E G Parker, cleared from
Hong Kong Sept 24 for Boston.
Rebecca Crowell, M G Dow, at Buenos
Ayres Oct 7 for Delaware Breakwater.
Rose Innis, Melvin Colcord, arrived at
Rio Janeiro Oct 30 from New York.
Serrano, R G Waterhouse, sailed from
Shanghai Aug. 20for Foochow.
St Lucie, arrived at Rio Janeiro March 28
from New York.
Thomas A Goddard,W S Grifhn, arrived
at Rosario Sept 20, from Boston via Buenos

1

ish warship Infanta Maria Teresa: I have
arrived with the Potomac and the Vulcan
On arriving 1
at the scene of the wreck.
took charge of the Teresa and hoisted the
flag. After a careful examination of the
stranded ship and situation, and careful
consideration of instructions from the department, and appreciating the great interest taken by the nation and the government in the fate of the Teresa, I regret
excedingly to express the opinion that it
is hopeless to expect to rescue the ship.
Craven, Blow, Hobson and Crittenden
confirm my opinion.

of

AN OPEN LETTER

SHIPS.

—

>

J. N. Rowe.

The Ilockland Courier-Gazette reports
the death in Alaska of Capt. J. N.
Howe,
aged G1 years. He was a native of Winterport but went to Rockland at an early
age and adopted a seafaring career.
He
was three years
acting master of the U.
S. S. St. Paul. This craft was attached
to the Mediterranean squadron,
although
her cruising grounds were along the
west coast of Africa, with headquarters
at Lisbon, Portugal.
He enlisted during
the civil war and co-operated with .Sherman in the capture of Savannah.
His appointment in the navy, by the way, was
due to the influence of Samuel C. Fessenden, then in Congress from Maine and a
very intimate friend of the family.
Capt. Rowe’s career from first to last
was a remarkable one, due to the
roving
disposition with which he was gifted. He
visited almost every known corner of the
globe including the Philippine Islands, in
which this country is now so greatly interested.
He collected curiosities on all
these trips and Mrs. S. l>. Deunis of
Rockland, his sister, has a splendid assortment, which includes sortie very rap
shells from the Philippines.
He resided in Liverpool, England, tor
several years and became interested in a
mechanical process for the manufacture
of coke. This did not prove the success
he had anticipated and he took a ship
bound for the west coast of > nth
America. There he became enthused over
a mining scheme and went back to Liverpool in the hopes of interesting capita', ;n
Ins plans.
Failing in this he took up some government lands in the vicinity of Seattle,
Wash., where after, residing a while, he
grew restless and made a crip lo the
Arctic circles.
It was while in Washing
ton that he attempted an invention
t
taking the sun at sea and with such
promises of success that the government
sent an agent, to look into the scheme.
Last June (’apt. Rowe navigated ai
ocean steamship up the Yukon, much to
the admiration of the natives, wln» had
never seen an ocean steamship makr the
passage of that broad but shallow body
water. The last heard of him, previous to
his death, was to the effect that lie was in
charge of the steamer Seattle No. 4 of
the Seattle A Yukon rranspoitation (
lie was also a deputy customs collector,
with immensely valuable furs and bonded
goods under his charge. He wrote home
that every day he met people coming from
the gold region. Some brought away a
quantity of the precious dust, but nearly
all were going home discouraged and pio
nouneing the gold fields a delusion.
('apt. Rowe was a splendid navigator
and possessed of considerable inventive
genius. He had a great longing to one
upon fortune in his numerous wanderings,
but fate decreed otherwise.
( a it. Rowe married Caroline Keating,
a sister of Mrs. Irsael Snow of Rockland,
and one child survives, Mrs. L. A. Sm-w*
of Boston.
The other survivors are Adelbert Rowe of Hoboken, N J., a brother,
and Mis. Benjamin Burr of Beaufmt. s.
C., ami Mrs. S. D. Dennis of Rockland,
sisters.
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Register.

NOTICE. The s ibseriber hereby
gives notice that he has been duly appointed
Executor of the last will and testament ot

IjiXECl’TOR’S

ROB1E F. JACKSON, late of Montville,
in the County of Waldo, deceased, and given
bonds as the law directs. All persons having de
mauds against the estate of said deceased are tie
sired to present the same for settlement, and all
indebted thereto are requested to make payment
immediately.
HOLLIS L. JACKSON.
Montville, Nov. 8, 18‘J8.

1 have just received and

in store 1

Best Michigan Patent Flour, I
Milling Co, Lilly White, Best Mi<
Flour; also

in store

Albion, Wash bin

lniry's Best. Hay by the cargo, ear
by the lot or bale. I have the tinest
make low prices. Call.
ALBUKT M.
4
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NEWS OF THE WEEK.
Maine Matteu*. The Augusta board
of trade lias declared war upon trading
and the like, and
stamps, prize packages
they have chosen the legislature as their
A
field of battle the coming winter.
as held in Augusta
meeting of the board w
the
of
merchants
recently at which many
All declared
of the city were present.
their animosity to the trading stamps, as
well as to the entire premium system.
A committee was appointed to draught a
petition to the legislature asking that a
law be passed prohibiting tradi g stamp
schemes, a law simular to the one adopted liv the State ol Massachusetts.
They
also voted to ask the co-operation in the
the other boards of trade
matter ot

Brushes^

must

day let down water
<11 bring suit for
Their only excuse
doubt

WASHING

be cleaned often, else they become dangerous germ collectors. Hair brushes demand special attention from the standpoint of both health and cleanliness. They can be cleaned
quickly and thoroughly by washing in a weak suds made from

the great material,
intellectual festivity,
time, but the dank

ie

DUST

our

lative of course to
he occasion.so we
and inline! sion.
an i the

Mg

Gold Dust cleanseverythingquickly,
and saves both time and worry.

meeting,

!i

commons

were

in

cago.

St. L.ouis.

Boston.,
iato the

blips
horndike, M. C. K.
came

!

tin State....At a hearing in
Augusta before the railroad commissioners on tile petition of the Bangor, il unpdeu and Winter port trolley line for tile inspection uf its accounts, and that it he
given il certificate that a certain amount
lias bta n paid out so that more bonds of
the road can he placed upon the market,
the company was represented by its president, Gen. 'll. I,. Mitchell of Bangor,
and also by Hon. 11. \V. Mayo of Hamp-

throughout

THE N. K. FAIRBANK COMPANY,

moon, last

bright

cheaply, thoroughly,

New York.

Philadelphia.

-__

yi

Freedom and Liberia* a mighty stiraueiler in

a

rainy day;

tenth canto of the Knights of Boguesdale
by the President, and the listening silence
that fell on tlie place was something appalling. The author and reader was visibly affected by it. At times he would
stop, catch his breath, and call out to the
young fry to stir a little, then asked the
Karl of Truetown, Bagdad, with hand to
ear intently listening,
if he hadn't his
mother’s ear trumpet with him, then fed
to reading and gesticulating again in dead
earnest, with silence still raining around
him in sheets—lots of heat lightning, no
thunder.
The season was a little late for
that.
The canto was a story in rhyme of
love and war, of course, the love subjects
being two widowers; hence the love was,
so to
speak, aftermath, rowen, or second
nevertheless.
cmp but nice and juicy,
The war grew out of a boyish attempt to
sereuade the parties when the wedding
occurred, with which attempt the cedes
lastic authorities promptly interfered.
The inspiration of the serenade arose in
the village grocery and variety store,
where a general debate on the felicities
and infelicities of conjugal life was held.
The most tragic opponent of married life
was thus represented:
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a director.... The Bath Iron Works
the lowest bidders on repairing and
making alterations on the big army transport Manitoba, the bid being $04,‘>00..
M t.. Shaw of Bath lias bought and
received of 1. C. Libby, treasurer of the
Lewiston. Brunswick A Bath Street Bailway. gou shares of stock and $100,1)00
worth of bonds in that railway. This
which shows that
was a spot cash deal,
home investors appreciate this recently
constructed electric railroad, the second
longest street taiiroad in New England
and the second one in the world operated
by this most modern rotary transformer
system.
Batik Examiner F. E. Timberlake is
igage<; m the work ot compiling ;
ahisu.;- .{ saving institutions in Maine]
nization of the first one in
!s 11 <
in lie admiralty court in Port- I
v
\
in in
uiii Judge Webb, in the j
('i
mallei
i.'dward Stetson et als. v> : he
j;
11•
W iliai
saulsbury, order'd tlie
led; .wmg decrees:
Foi Edward Stetson
Snow, Neally a Co.,
in
ver.ing petitioners. >40. '.'4—At the
dom,- ,)j Mi. and Mrs. d O. Smith, of the
>■-.•.•
•-.-t K-’poia.'i
Skowhegan, Nov, *.»ih
111• i d.i’ighter. Miss Edna E. Smith, was
mam. o
Edward L. Pegram of Decatur,
El
Dr. Pepper, ex-president of
! iaiing.
Miss Smith has
.-ge,
i"i'
several
been
years connected with her
la,
•:'
as
paper,
literaiy editor, and is
tv u l litei ary <;. cles*.

den.

Tide.

were

off is the sea, and the land is afar.
The low banks reached at the sky.

Far

..

lienee, and are heavenward high
Though light for the leap of a hoy they are.
And the far sea late was uigli.
Seen

The fair wild fields and the
circ'ing downs
The bright sweet marshes and meads
All glorious with Hower-like weeds
The great gray churches, the sea-washed
towns,
Recede as a dream recedes,
The world draws hack, and the world's
light,
wanes.

As a dream dies down and is dear
Anil the clouds and the gleams -vm-head
( hange and change and 11
s*
rem >ius
A shadow of dream-1 ik- dread

Wild,

and woeful, and pale, and £'
A shadow of alee pies-' feat,
A corpse, with the
niglr t.-r to r.
The fairest tli ng that h!> t j
Lies haggard and hop. a ss here.
And the wind’s
wings, Wok. n and
subside ;
And the dumb, waste world is i
rr
And strange as the w,-a tl
-!..
Ami shadows of shap.-irs* dr- i:„s 5,b:
Where lift* may abide o umn

spent,

■

■

A sail tl* seaward, a Sll
j p.
A’ld the .spell were. br«-.-<en tl. ■’
To reign it :t\\ i»r 1«1 .>f dr- to..
Where vainly th- dreamer’s feet

ward.
vainly tin* low skv glean

And

I he sad-forsaken furioni
Salt slanting stretrheIY it ,-lope to tlir Si t\v
Were tin y f un Ilf the
and twinkled
And laughed
tin\

i_
se-.-ms

They now

figure up the total casualties
the Spanish war, on «»ur side, from all
causes, 2910. Of these 345 were killed or
died of wounds and 2505 died of disease.
In the war of the rebellion the killed and
wounded in two Maine regiments exceeded
this by nearly one third; to be exact, the
killed in action and died of wounds in the
First Maine Cavalry ipid the First Maine
Of Maine’s
Heavy Artillery, was 495.
total of 92,945—not including 0750 men
credited to the navy and marine corps—
2801 were killed ami died of wounds, and
4,521 died of disease during the term of
service.
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Ely Cream Balm
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COLD >n HEAD

Allavs Inflammation. Heals and Protects til
Membrane. Restores tbe Senses of Taste and
at DrugSmell. Full Size ;"0c.; Trial Size loo
gists or bv mail.
Yoik
New
r»<>
Warren
Street,
HI.Y FROTFKHS,

The

great
lor

prostio n and
all nervofls
diseases of the

nervous

t

BEFORE
sex, such

AND AFTER

as

ra

generative

or-

gans of either
Prostration, railing or

USING.

Nervous

lost Manhood, Impotency, Nightly Emissions, Youthful Errors, Mental Worry, excessive use of Tobacco or Opium, which
lead to Consumption and Insanity. SI.00
per box by mail; 6 boxes for $5.00.
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Consiulation and examination

r

tree.

Belfast Office, Johnson Block,

HISTORY,

R.y I II. House.
amusing episodes -a history,

E.L. STEVENS. M O.

an-

enter taming
In- imp

Operating Surgeon.
Office Hours, I to 4 ; 7 to 8 I*. M.

The

Burgess Press,

JOB PRINTERS,
Opera House Block, Belfast, Me.
CARDS,
POSTERS,
BILL HEADS,
LETTER HEADS,
PROGRAMS,
PAMPHLETS,

charges

are

o’clock,

A

not

previously paid,

so

much of the

Fransello
acres, 7

including interest and charges.
Lahoin Fernald. John Bagiev farm, hounded <»n t he north hy land ot O L Rag ey and
E. S. Hollis, east h\ lands ot Leo. 11 and
J. F. Fernald. on the south hy land o|
Jos. F. Fernald and John It. Ragle), an
the road leading from Trov Corner t<>
Belfast; No. of acres, .87 1 '2 v.i luo.sg-ji •.
...

amount

And all kinds of

Legal Printing
neatly and promptly done

M.
Connor.
Range 11», lot 7 ; No. of
: value, $ 1 U> •; annum' of tax due,

ot

tax,

including

interest

$1.18

MARCELLUS J. DOW
BROOK

and

Dry

d.40
charges..
•:1
Lahoin A. Fernald. Rounded n the
by the road leading from Ragley’s «• >n>t
to Rangor, east l»v the •!>*-si ih Hammond
farm, south hy h. S. 11 >ilis farm, west i..\
land oi Mary E. Estes and r>.ad loading
from Ragley’s corner to Rtdla>t No. ot
acres. 14; value, .$!»>•); amount of tax
1.1S
due. including interest and charges
.Minnie Hammond. Josejdi « base I’.nu.;
No. of acres, 100: value, $thni; an.nr
tax due. including interest and charges...
7 08
Clark H. Hammond.
Eunice l.akeuian
larm, ly ing on both sid.*s ot roau leading
from Ragley’s corner to Rangor, bounded
south hy land of G. H. Fernald ami L. K.
l*ientice, west by land of G. H and H. N.
Fernald and Margaret Lakeman. north hy
land of V. Nutt, east by Miranda Bryant's
farm ; No. acres, 48 ; value $f»o0; amount
tax due, including interest and charges..
5.DO
M. V. R. MITCHELL.
Collector of taxes of the town of Troy
Troy, October 17, 1808.—3w4f>

i*

Iyr38

IorIale^
The building and land, No. Ill Phoenix Row
known as the Andrews store, in Belfast. Apply to
GEO. E. JOHNSON, Belfast, Me.,

..

The store in Johnson Block formerly occupied
by H. H. Johnson & Co. Apply to
C. O. POOR

K,

for the
A

elebi*at.*d firm of M *; :is
Fi >. ..f New V .irk t..r

('1.0.1/\ s' and nth^r

/; k i /> r

wtn r a i /> ic / \ /
-i'or Ladies.-

>

In hi* M I l.l.lN I-.i: Y m en* are found ‘he very
direst styles, wi’h e > npetenc milliners in arton 1He keeps a a-«»oii assortnn-nt <»i

L’lL’x'

(I

III ('Itil'Iron's lli-Cil

EYES TESTED
FREE.

.AT..
\V

POOR & SON’S,

Haley,

the New York

return to Belfast l>ec.

ALL THE LATEST NOVELTIES IN

GIVEN

WALLETS.

CARD AM) CIGAR CASES,

TO LET.

M VI \

C .!/*/•’ s.

Just Out and Just In

LEATHER

Or JULIUS ANDREWS.

asrent.

v

Fancy Goods,

and

P.KIFII.D

MOTT'S CHEMICAL CO., Prop's, Cleveland, Ohio.
FOR

t<

u

plch-.
Physicians invited

real estate taxed as is sufficient and necessary to
pay the amount due therefor, ineluding interest
and charges, will he sold without further notice,
at public auction at the town house in .-aid town,
on the first Monday of December, 1898, at nine

remedy

jrnai

The following list of taxes on real estate of
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3,810 Presidential and 09,754 fourth class. The net
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Five of the New
England States are on the honor roll.
The United States Supreme Court Nov. 14
affirmed judgment of lower court and
dented writ of habeas corpus to .John
Auderson, sentenced to hanging for murder of the mate of the schoouer Olive
Pecker.
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